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BUILDING THE HORIZONTAL STABILIZER
The assembly of the horizontal stab and following references are shown on DWG 3.

REAR SPAR ASSEMBLY 
Use a file or Scotchbrite wheel to "break" the edges of the HS-609PP (See Sec E-E). Lay the HS-609PP rear
spar reinforcement bars inside the HS-603PP spar channels and check to see that the faces rest against one
another when the holes are aligned.  If the bend of the channel tends to lift the edge of the bar, use a coarse
Vixen file to round the edge of HS-609PP to fit. Round the ends of the HS-609PP bars as shown in Rear View.

Smooth the edges and surfaces of the HS-609PPs to a satin finish equivalent to that left by 400 grit wet/dry
sandpaper, removing all the milling and file marks (See “Edge Finishing”, Section 5.2).

The pre-punched holes used to attach HS-603PP to HS-609PP are slightly undersized, and must be "final
drilled" to the correct size.  Cleco and drill every second or third hole, drill #30, then move the clecos and drill
#30 all the remaining holes.

Carefully locate the holes that attach HS-708 to the rear spar assembly (it is the eighth hole from the end of HS-
609PP) and enlarge it to #21 (See Rear View).

Cleco the HS-412PP Hinge Brackets to the rear spar assembly and final drill #30 through the holes common to
the hinge brackets and web of the rear spar.

Cleco the HS-00716A Nested Spar Doublers and HS-00717A Hinge Brackets to the rear spar assembly and
final drill #30 through the holes common to the hinge brackets, nested spar doubler, and web of the rear spar.

There are two HS-411PP brackets, but only HS-411BPP is pre-punched for the VA-146 attach holes (See
Exploded Iso View). Clamp HS-411APP and HS-411BPP around the VA-146 bearing and cleco the assembly to
the spar.

Using HS-411BPP as a drill guide match drill and cleco the aft four VA-146 attach holes.

Remove the assembly from the spar and match drill the forward two VA-146 attach holes.

Deburr the parts, prime VA-146 if desired, then rivet them together (the –5 rivet is the correct length, see
Section 5.4). This sort of one at a time priming makes having a spray can self etching primer nice.

Cleco the HS-411 assembly back to the spar. Drill/enlarge the bolt holes that will attach the HS-411 assembly to
the spar to #12.

Mark all the parts in the rear spar assembly so they can be returned to their previous positions. Use a "Sharpie"
pen or equivalent for all marks on aluminum, but in this case the ink will be lost if you clean the parts for
priming.

FRONT SPAR ASSEMBLY
Separate the two HS-00001 spar doublers and draw the rivet lines as shown in the HS-00001 Detail View.

Place the two HS-702 front spar channels on a work table, end to end, with the flanges facing down. Cleco HS-
710 reinforcement angle, HS-714 splice angle to the two HS-702 spar channels.

HS-702 has been designed for use on an RV-8 and will require extra trimming for use on an RV-7. In order for
the spar to be bent to match the HS-710 and HS-714, the spar flanges inboard of the bend line must be
removed.

Lay the spar on the workbench with the flanges facing up and mark the bend line on the spar as shown in the
HS-702 Front Spar Tab Detail.
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Drill a #30 relief hole 1/8” inboard of the bend line and centered on the bend radius of the flange (See HS-702
Front Spar Tab Detail and HS-702 Front Spar Tab Detail).  Turn the spar over and enlarge this hole to 1/4"
using a unibit.

Trim the inboard ends of the HS-702 flanges as shown in the HS-702 Front Spar Tab Detail. Be sure to only
trim the flanges down to about halfway along the bend. Flatten the remainder of the bend.

Bend the tab as shown in HS-702 Front Spar Tab Detail using a hand seamer or blocks of wood.

Clamp the HS-00001 spar doublers to the HS-702 spar channels. Position the top edge of the doublers flush
with the top edge of the spar channels. Position the doublers left and right from the center line of the horizontal
stab as shown in View B-B. Match-Drill #30 the inboard holes shown in Vew A-A. Cleco the doublers to the
spar.

Drill/match-drill all the holes inboard of the HS-00006/HS-00005 rib attach points (See View A-A). DO NOT drill
the holes that will attach the HS-00006 and HS-00005 ribs or the holes outboard of the bend line.  The holes
outboard of the bends will be drilled later, after the bends are made. Also see Figure 6-6.

Remove HS-710, HS-714 and HS-00001 from the two HS-702 spar channels. Taper the ends of HS-710 and
HS-714 (See HS-710/HS-714 Taper Detail).

Bend the outboard ends of HS-710, HS-714 (See View B-B). Clamp the aluminum angle between wood blocks
in a vise and bend with a mallet. Use a simple cardboard template to check the angle.

Refer to View A-A for the rivet pattern at the center of the front spar. Note that the center four rivets are
AN426AD4 rivets with the flush heads aft. Dimple HS-702 and countersink HS-710 and HS-714 (See
“Countersinking”, Section 5.5).

PREPARING THE RIBS
Notch the aft end of the HS-00006 ribs to fit around HS-714 and HS-710 (See HS-00006 Trim Detail).  Make
sure to make one left and one right.

Prepare the HS-00006, HS-00005, HS-706, HS-707 and HS-708 ribs (See “Fluting and Straightening Ribs and
Bulkheads” and “Edge Finishing”, Section 5.13 & 5.2).

DRILLING THE HORIZONTAL STABILIZER
Choose which ribs will be used on the right and which will be used on the left then mark them.

Using the dimensions given in SEC D-D, mark the hole locations on the centerline of the aft side of the aft
flange of HS-00006. These holes attach HS-00006 to the forward spar assembly and HS-00005. Make a light
mark with a center punch to keep the drill bit from wandering then pilot drill the holes to #40.

Draw a centerline on the forward side of the forward flange of HS-00005.

Select the left side HS-702, HS-603PP, HS-706, HS-707 and HS-708 and cleco them together.

Drill all HS-706, HS-707, HS-708 rib to spar attach holes to #30 (except the HS-708 and HS-603PP holes)

Un-cleco, deburr holes, clean out chips and re-cleco.

Cleco on the HS-601PP skin.

Enlarge the HS-708 to HS-603PP holes to #21.

Cleco HS-00001, HS-710 and HS-714 to HS-702.

Slip the HS-00006 and HS-00005 ribs into place and mark the approximate hole locations on the top and
bottom rib flanges with a pen using the holes in the skin as a guide.
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Remove the HS-00006 and HS-00005 ribs and flute as necessary between the rivet hole marks.

Reinstall the HS-00006 and HS-00005 ribs. Clamp HS-00006 to the HS-601PP skin and spar assembly.

Match Drill #30 and cleco the aft flange of HS-00005 rib to HS-603PP spar, using the holes in the spar as a drill
guide. Remove HS-00005, clean out any chips.

Match Drill #40 the holes in the aft flange of the HS-00006 rib to HS-702 and HS-00001.

Mark and drill #40 the two holes common to the HS-00001, HS-702, HS-710 or HS-714 on the forward side of
the spar bars, keeping the holes in line with the holes in the aft flange of the HS-00006. See SEC D-D.

Reinstall HS-00005. Align the centerline line drawn on the forward flange to the previously drilled holes in the
spar assembly and HS-00006 rib. Clamp the rib in place, making sure it fits tightly against HS-00001. Next,
cleco the aft flange of the HS-00005 rib to the aft spar. Finally clamp the top and bottom flanges to the HS-
601PP skin. Finally, Match-drill the holes in the forward flange of the HS-00005 rib.

Cleco the HS-00716A doublers to the rear spar.

Cleco the ribs and spar assembly together.

Beginning at the rear spar and working forward, match drill the holes in the HS-601PP skins to the HS-00005
rib.

Be sure that the front flange of HS-00005, HS-702, HS-710 and HS-714, HS-00001 and the aft flange of HS-
00006 are pulled up tight. Re-clamp the upper and lower flanges of HS-00006 to HS-601PP.

Drill to final size or match drill all the remaining holes attaching the HS-601PP skin. The suggested drilling
sequence begins at the intersection of the HS-708 center rib and the rear spar and proceeds both up along the
rib and outward toward the tip. Put clecos in every second or third hole as you drill them.

Remove the skin and drill the remaining holes in HS-714, HS-710 and HS-00001. Remove HS-710, HS-714 and
HS-00001.

Repeat the above steps for the right side.

PREPARING THE HORIZONTAL STABILIZER PARTS FOR ASSEMBLY
Mark and disassemble all parts.

Deburr all the holes in both the skin and the skeleton (See “Hole Deburring”, Section 5.2).
Dimple the understructure using a pneumatic or hand squeezer. Dimple the rivet holes in the skins using a C-
frame dimpling tool (See Section 3).

Smooth the edges of the parts (See “Edge Finishing”, Section 5.2).

Prime all parts as required (See “Priming”, Section 5.1). The HS-609PP rear spar reinforcement bars, HS-710
reinforcement angle and HS-714 splice angle are not made of Alclad material, so before riveting, they must be
primed.

RIVETING THE HORIZONTAL STABILIZER
Locate the rivet holes in the rear spar that will attach the HS-706, HS-708 and HS-00005 ribs and the HS-
412PP hinge brackets. Put tape over them to prevent accidentally riveting these holes before the ribs are
attached.

Rivet the HS-609PP bars to the HS-603PP spar channels.  The rivet callout is correct on the plans.  See
Section 5.4.  This can be accomplished with either a gun, pneumatic or hand squeezer. You may find it takes a
bit of "grunt" to set -4 rivets with a hand squeezer.

Rivet the HS-412PP hinge brackets to the rear spar.
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Rivet the HS-00717A hinge brackets and HS-00716A doubler to the rear spar.

Bolt the HS-411PP center bearing to the spar (See Torque Value Chart, Section 5.20).

Rivet HS-710 and HS-714 and HS-00001 to the HS-702 front spars. Remember the flush rivets in the center of
the assembly (See View A-A and Section D-D.)

Rivet HS-00006 and HS-00005 to the front spar assembly. The ribs may be gently flexed out of the way to allow
better access during riveting.

Lay the HS-601PP skin marked for the left side down on a clean surface. Use foam padding if desired.

Cleco then rivet HS-707 to the top side of the skin.

Cleco HS-706 to the skin. Temporarily cleco HS-708 to HS-601PP and the aft flange of HS-707 to help hold the
skin tight against HS-707, then rivet the bottom side of HS-707 to HS-601PP. Remove HS-708.

Cleco the forward spar assembly to HS-706, HS-707 and HS-601PP, then cleco on HS-708.

Blind rivet HS-702 to HS-707 and HS-708.

Rivet HS-702 to HS-706.

Rivet HS-702 and HS-708 to HS-601PP.

Repeat the above steps for the right side then cleco on the rear spar assembly

Rivet the rear spar assembly, HS-00006, HS-00005, and HS-706 to HS-601PP. These holes can all be reached
by a hand squeezer.

Blind rivet the rear spar assembly to HS-708.

Congratulations!  You've finished the first major sub-assembly on your new airplane. 

BUILDING THE VERTICAL STABILIZER

The assembly of the vertical stab and following references can be found on DWG 6. Construction of the vertical 
stabilizer is very similar to the horizontal stabilizer. 

DRILLING THE VERTICAL STABILIZER
Cleco the VS-808PP spar doubler to the VS-803PP rear spar. Then cleco on the hinge brackets VS-410PP,
VS-411PP and VS-412PP (See Exploded Iso View).

The VS-410PP hinge brackets have two holes missing from the pattern.  Use the holes in the spar channel and
spar doubler as drill guides and back-drill the entire six-hole pattern through the upper VS-410PP only.  The
corner holes in the lower VS-410PP will be drilled for bolts later, in assembly with the fuselage (See DWG
27/27A).

Prepare the ribs VS-704, VS-705, VS-706 and VS-707 (See “Edge Finishing”, “Fluting and Straightening Ribs
and Bulkheads”, Section 5.2 & 5.13).

Cleco the ribs to the front and rear spars.

Final drill #30 VS-808PP, VS-410PP, VS-411PP and VS 412PP to VS-803PP.

Drill all rib to spar attach holes to #30.
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Cleco on the VS-801PP / VS-901 skin.

Drill / match drill to final size all the holes attaching the VS-801PP / VS-901 skin.

Mark the location and orientation of VS-803PP, VS-411PP and VS-412PP. Disassemble, de-burr, dimple,
machine countersink and prime parts as desired (See “Countersinking”, “Dimpling”, “Hole Deburring” and
“Priming”, Section 5.1, 5.2, & 5.5).

Note as shown on DWG 27/27A the lower portion of the rear spar must lay flush against the F-712/812
bulkhead assembly. Therefore the rivets in this region must be flush on the forward side of the rear spar that
mates to the F-712/812 bulkhead (See Rear View, SEC A-A and “Countersinking and Dimpling”, Section 5.5).

FINISHING THE VERTICAL STABILIZER
Cleco VS-803PP to VS-808PP, VS-410PP, VS-411PP and VS-412PP together. Then tape over the holes that
will attach VS-704, VS-706 and VS-707.

Rivet the rear spar together remembering the flush rivets on the lower rear spar.

Rivet VS-704, VS-705, VS-706 and VS-707 ribs to the front spar.

Cleco on the VS-801PP / VS-901 skin.

Rivet on the skin. Begin at the intersection of VS-707 and VS-702 and work towards the tip, then restart at the
same place and rivet along the front spar toward the root and along the VS-707 rib starting at the front and
riveting toward the rear spar.

Cleco on the rear spar assembly and install the remaining rivets along the rear spar and end ribs with a
squeezer.

Blind rivet the rear spar assembly to VS-707.

BUILDING THE RUDDER 
FITTING THE STIFFENERS TO THE RUDDER SKIN

Pre-punched holes in the R-915 rudder stiffeners match corresponding pre-punched holes in the R-901-L and R
-901-R rudder skins.
Trim individual stiffeners from strips consisting of two stiffeners. See diagram on DWG 7. Shorten all the
stiffeners (except the lowest) by trimming the excess from the forward end. Use the pre-punched hole pattern in
the rudder skins to determine the correct amount of trim. See note on DWG 7.
Before you begin actually drilling stiffeners and skins, be sure that you are placing the stiffeners on the inside
surfaces of the right and left rudder skins. Study the exploded isometric view on DWG 7.
Match drill the stiffeners to the rudder skins. Having a tabletop you don’t mind drilling into will make the job
easier. You can drill through the part right into the table. A cleco run into the hole in the table will not hold the
part up off the surface.
Disassemble and debur the holes.  BE VERY CAREFUL deburring the thin R-901 rudder skins -- it doesn't take
much pressure or over-enthusiasm (one turn is usually plenty) to ruin a hole in 0.016 aluminum. You do not
want to be left with a knife-edged hole when you are done.
Because 0.016 is too thin to machine countersink, it must be dimple countersunk.  Use a C-frame deep-throat
dimpler/riveter as shown in Section 3.  Remember that the pressure needed to dimple 0.016 is quite low.
Dimple the stiffeners and skin, and prime the parts if you choose. Now you are ready to rivet the skin and
stiffeners together.  BACK-RIVETING is the best technique here.  See Section 5.6.  Be sure you fully set the aft
rivet in each stiffener…if you leave these standing too tall, they will interfere with the opposite skin when the
rudder is assembled.
When back-riveting, the flush head rivets are taped in place with Van’s Special Riveting tape (See VAN'S
ACCESSORIES CATALOG), Mylar, or Scotch 811 tape (masking or regular Scotch tape does not work well.)
The flush heads are placed on a flat, smooth plate of steel or hard aluminum.  A small flat, cupped, or special
sliding-sleeve set is used to make the shop head.  If you are careful to keep the bucking surface clean, this
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method almost ensures clean, well-set rivets.

BUILDING THE RUDDER SKELETON
Cleco R-904 Bottom Rib to the R-902 Spar. Enlarge the 0.125 hole in the center of the forward flange of R-904
to 3/8 using the hole in R-902 as a drill guide.
Fabricate R-917 Shim per DWG 7.
Use a 3/8 bolt to fasten the R-405PD rudder horn squarely on the rudder spar and final drill the four holes
through the upper edge of the rudder horn to #30 using the pre-punched holes in the spar as a drill guide.
Cleco the rudder horn to the R-904 bottom rib to check the fit. If necessary radius the top of the rudder horn so
it nests nicely in the radius of the rib flange.
Cleco the R-904 bottom rib and R-405PD rudder horn to the R-902 rudder spar. Slide the R-917 shim into place
between the rudder spar and rudder horn and drill to #30. Use the pre-punched holes in the spar as a guide.
Cleco the R-606PP, R-607PP, and R-608PP reinforcement plates to the R-902 rudder spar.  NOTE that the R-
606PP lower reinforcement plate goes on the forward (flange side) of the spar web, while the R-607PP and R-
608PP plates go on the rear.
Flute the R-903 tip rib and R-912 counterbalance rib.  Use a ruler along the holes to make sure they are
straight.  Use a hand seamer to adjust the flanges square to the web.
Cleco the tip rib and the counterbalance rib to the top of the spar and drill to #30.
Cleco the R-913 counterbalance skin to the R-903 tip rib and R-912 counterbalance rib.  Match drill #40 the
counterbalance skin to the ribs using the pre-punched holes in the R-913 counterbalance skin as a drill guide.
Cleco the R-901R&L rudder skins to the ribs and spar. Fit the R-916 rudder trailing edge and cleco it in place.
Drill all remaining holes in the rudder to final size.
Trim the excess material from R-710 rudder brace. Fit the R-710 between R-405PD and R-904.  Cleco the aft
edge of R-710 to the bottom of R-904 and drill #30.  Match drill through the forward edge of R-710 using the
holes in R-405PD as a drill guide.
Make the R-918 rudder bottom attachment strips shown on DWG 7 and clamp them in place.  Drill them to the
skeleton, using the existing holes as drill guides.
Disassemble the rudder and deburr all the holes. Dimple the skin, spar and ribs.
The aft three 3/32 holes in the upper edge of R-901-L and R-901-R should be drilled to #30 and dimpled. These
holes will later be used to attach the R-909 rudder tip. While the holes could be opened up to #30 when drilling
the tip to the rudder, it would be nearly impossible to dimple the skins because the rudder is so narrow at that
location.
Drill the E-614-020 counterweight to the R-912 counterbalance rib. The forward tooling hole on the R-912 rib
matches with the forward hole on the counterweight. Use the aft hole in the counterweight to match drill into R-
912. Remove the counterweight and machine countersink the holes for a #10 countersunk screw. De burr the
holes in the counterbalance rib and dimple for a #10 countersunk screw.
Although the rudder and elevator spars are 0.032 and could technically be machine countersunk, we strongly
recommend that these parts be dimpled.  Be careful that the dimple dies do not drag along the web of the spar
and gouge it.  It may be necessary to grind a flat side on the dies to obtain the necessary clearance.
The trailing edges of both the left and right R-901 skins are dimple countersunk and both sides of the R-916
rudder trailing edge are machine countersunk. These rivets will be double flush. The shop head actually turns
out looking pretty nice when it is driven into a dimple. Prime all the components desired.

RIVETING THE RUDDER
Install the reinforcement plates and platenuts on the spar.
Rivet the R-904 rib and associated parts.
Rivet the R-912 counterbalance rib to the R-902 spar. Then rivet the R-913 counterbalance skin to the
counterbalance rib, but not the spar. Install the E-614-020 counterweight (see exploded view on DWG 7).
Cleco both skins to the spar.

There are six rivets on each side that join the R-901 skins and the R-913 counterbalance skin and three that
join the rib, counterbalance skin and spar.  The aft end of the R-913 counterbalance skin will lay under the R-
901 rudder skin.  Set these, then rivet on the R-903 tip rib.  Blind rivets are used for the first time here.  They
are simple to set with a hand pop-riveting tool, but they are difficult to drill out.  Make sure that the heads of the
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rivets are firmly against the rib before setting. 
Rivet the skin to the skeleton.  A rivet squeezer will reach almost all the rivets, depending on the throat depth.
In the narrow spaces at the end of the ribs a narrow bucking bar will be necessary.  If one isn't available, these
holes may be enlarged to 7/64” and MK-319-BS blind rivets may be substituted for the last one or two AN rivets.
Both rivets have heads that fit the same dimple.
The trailing edge is the last in the sequence.  Building a truly straight trailing edge is one of the more difficult
things to do in the empennage kit.  Take your time and work as precisely as possible.  A wavy or bowed trailing
edge doesn’t look good, and in more extreme cases will affect the flying qualities of the airplane.  Strive to build
a trailing edge that does not vary more than 0.100” from a straight line.
One way to help keep the trailing edge straight is to bond the components together before setting the rivets.
The bonding agent can be fuel tank sealant or any good epoxy with a 30 minute working time.
Trailing edges are riveted with “double-flush” rivets.  These are standard rivets, but instead of setting the shop
head on a flat surface, it is set in a dimple and ends up flush with the skin surface.  However, a double flush
rivet will not look the same on both sides.  The factory flush head will set almost perfectly flat.  The finished
shop head will be flush with the skin, but it will not fill the dimple completely...it’s been described as “an acorn
sitting in  a dimple.”  Do not fall in the trap of trying to use a longer rivet and “fill the hole.”  The rivet will bend
over instead of setting properly.
Begin by using one of the skins as a guide and drill the trailing edge pattern of holes into a rigid, straight piece
of aluminum angle.  Cleco the trailing edge together, with both skins and the AEX wedge clecoed to the angle
and check the alignment.  The angle should hold the trailing edge straight.  Because the rudder tapers in
thickness, the trailing edge cannot simply be clamped to the table.  Lay the rudder with the trailing edge and
clecoed angle off the edge of the table so it can remain straight.
Disassemble the trailing edge and clean the surface completely, using the directions for cleaning the fuel tank
components in Section 7.  Mix (follow the mixing directions on the can) and apply tank sealant thinly and evenly
to both surfaces of the AEX wedge and cleco the trailing edge together, including the alignment angle.  Wipe
away any sealant that squeezes out and make sure that the parts fit tightly.  There should be no globs of
sealant holding the skin and wedge apart, for instance.
Check the alignment once more, and set the assembly aside.  Let the sealant cure for a couple of days.  After
curing, remove the angle and the clecos.
Insert rivets into the trailing edge holes with the manufactured head on the top side.  Tape all the rivets in place
and flip the rudder over.  Put blocks on either side of the back-riveting plate, so the rudder can stay flat as it
slides over the plate.  Weight the rudder down to the worksurface so it remains straight while riveting.
Back-rivet about every tenth rivet just enough to to lock everything in place…don’t set the rivets all the way just
yet.
Back-rivet the rest of the trailing edge rivets, but for now, set the rivets only about halfway.  Set every fifth or
sixth rivet and check constantly to see that the trailing edge is not bending one way or the other.  If the rivets
are set fully in only one direction it can leave a "hook" in the trailing edge.  Start with the rivet set parallel to the
rivet and tilt it to set the rivet flush to the skin as the rivet sets.
Flip the rudder over and set the trailing edge rivets to the final size with a mushroom set, again checking
constantly.
A little finesse will produce a nice double flush joint, but you must constantly guard against bowing the trailing
edge.

COMPLETING THE LEADING EDGE OF THE RUDDER 
Before the rudder can be installed on the vertical stabilizer, its leading edge must be formed.  The object here is
to achieve a smoothly curved surface that fits neatly between the skin overhang of the stabilizer.  Simply pulling
the overhanging skins together results in an angle or crease where they cross the edge of the spar (See Rolled
Leading Edges”, Section 5.9)

Rivet the leading edge together. Blind rivets are used here.  They are simple to set with a hand pop-riveting
tool, but they are difficult to drill out.  Make sure that the heads of the rivets are firmly against the rudder skin
before squeezing.  See the Rudder Leading Edge Detail on DWG 7.

BUILDING THE ELEVATORS
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The assembly of the left elevator is shown on DWG 4. The assembly of the right elevator is shown on DWG 5. The 
elevators are built much like the rudder.  The elevators are balanced surfaces, having lead weights forward of the 
hinge lines to counteract the weight of the structure behind it.  This improves the control "feel" and helps prevent 
flutter. The major difference between elevators and the rudder is the installation of a trim tab in the left elevator.  
This need not be an especially difficult task, but it does require careful attention to detail.  The majority of builder 
mistakes on the empennage are made on the left elevator and trim tab.  Fair warning!  Because of the complication 
of the trim tab, we'll leave it to last and start with the right elevator.

PREPARING THE ELEVATOR SKINS

TRIMMING THE STIFFENERS 
The E-701-L/R elevator skins and E-720 (A-L) elevator skin stiffeners are provided with pre-punched holes. The
various E-720 stiffeners are snipped from the pre-punched lengths of aluminum angle.  The double notch in the
edge denotes the overall length of the stiffener.  Use aviation snips to cut from center to center of the guide
holes (See E-720 Trim Detail, DWG 5).

Trim the flange of the stiffener (surface perpendicular to the skin) to fit inside the tapered elevator.  Single
notches on the edge of the stiffener note the beginning points of these trim cuts.  Trim the stiffeners and clean
up the edges with a file and the Scotchbrite wheel (See E-720 Trim Detail, DWG 5).

Make stiffeners E-720J, E-720K and E-720L from the existing E-720D, E-720E and E-720F (See E-720 Trim
Detail and Note 1, DWG 5). Set aside stiffeners for use in the left elevator assembly.

Drill the stiffeners to the E-701-L/R skins. Drill E-615PP to E-701-L. Disassemble parts then, deburr, dimple and
prime as desired (See “Edge Finishing”, “Hole Deburring”, “Dimpling” and “Priming”, Section 5.2, 5.5 & 5.1).
Dimple the #6 screw holes and rivet the K-1100-06 platenuts to the E-615PP.

Back rivet the stiffeners to the E-701-L/R skins (See “Back Riveting”, Section 5.6).

Back rivet E-615PP to E-701-L.

Bend the trailing edge of the elevator (See “Folded Trailing Edges”, Section 5.7). Remember do not add the
sealant to the trailing edge until just prior to assembly.

PREPARING THE RIGHT ELEVATOR
Separate the E-00001A & B hinge doublers.

Use a file to radius the top and bottom edges of the E-00001A outboard hinge doubler to nest against the spar
radii.

Cleco and drill the E-610PP and E-611PP reinforcement plates, E-00001A & B hinge doublers and
corresponding platenuts to the E-702 spar.

Prepare the E-703 end ribs and E-704 counterbalance ribs (See “Edge Finishing” and “Fluting”, Section 5.2 &
5.13).

Cleco and drill the E-703 end rib to the E-704 counterbalance rib then cleco and drill them to E-702. Remove
the ribs from the spar.

Place the E-714 counterweight on the forward end of E-703 and E-704 as shown (See View F-F, DWG 5).
Cleco the E-713 counterbalance skin to E-703 and E-704, overtop of E-714. The step in the front face of E-714
should butt against the outboard edge of E-713.

Use the two holes in the forward face of E-713 as a guide and drill #12 the holes for the screws that will hold E-
714 in place. Use a drilling lubricant when drilling the lead E-714’s.

Un-cleco E-713, remove and set aside E-714, re-cleco on E-713 to E-703 and E-704. Then cleco the E-703, E-
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704, E-713 subassembly to E-702. 

Cleco the E-709 root rib right to E-702.

Final drill #40, E-709 to E-702.

Cleco E-701-R to the understructure. Note that E-701-R lays on top of E-713.

Remove the clecos connecting E-709 to the E-702 then cleco and drill the WD-605-1-R elevator horn to E-702
and E-709.

Drill the E-701-R skin to the understructure.

Disassemble the elevator.

Dimple E-713 for the screw heads that will attach E-714 (See “Dimpling”, Section 5.5).

Machine countersink E-714 for the dimples in E-713 (See “Countersinking”, Section 5.5).

Machine countersink the E-709 attach holes on the forward face of E-702 (See “Countersinking”, Section 5.5).
E-709 and E-702 will be riveted together with flush head rivets, so that the WD-605-1-R elevator horn can be
mounted flush with the forward face of the E-702 spar.

Bevel the inboard and aft edges of  E-713 locally where E-713 overlaps the spar and rib flanges to provide a
smooth transition between the counterbalance skin and the E-701-R elevator skin.

Deburr, dimple and prime the parts as desired (See “Deburring”, “Dimpling” and “Priming”, Section 5.2, 5.5 &
5.1).

RIVETING THE RIGHT ELEVATOR (See “Riveting”, Section 5.4) 
Rivet E-703 to E-704.

Rivet E-610PP, E-611PP, E-00001A & B and platenuts to E-702.

Rivet E-709 to E-702 (flush heads forward).

Rivet E-703/E-704 to E-702.

Rivet WD-605-1-R to E-702 and E-709.

Rivet E-713 to E-701, two rivets on the top and two rivets on the bottom (assembling this way eliminates the
need for blind rivets).

Loosely place E-714 in place nested inside E-713 with screws partially inserted.

Insert the elevator skeleton into E-701-R/E-713 beginning at the front end of E-703/E-704 and then rotating the
root end aft into proper position.

Cleco and rivet E-701-R and E-713 to the understructure.

Finish attaching E-714.

PREPARING THE LEFT ELEVATOR
The left elevator is similar to the right elevator, the only difference is the use of the E-615PP trim access reinforcing 
plate, supporting the trim cable or servo, and the E-606PP trim spar.  

Use a file to radius the top and bottom edges of the E-00001A outboard hinge doubler to nest against the spar
radius.
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Cleco and drill the E-610PP and E-611PP reinforcement plates, E-00001A & B hinge doublers and
corresponding platenuts to the E-702 spar.

E-704 counterbalance rib then cleco and drill them to E-702. Remove the ribs from the spar.

Place the E-714 counterweight on the forward end of E-703 and E-704 as shown (See View F-F, DWG 5).
Cleco the E-713 counterbalance skin to E-703 and E-704, overtop of E-714. The step in the front face of E-714
should butt against the outboard edge of E-713.

Use the two holes in the forward face of E-713 as a guide and drill #12 the holes for the screws that will hold E-
714 in place. Use a drilling lubricant when drilling the lead E-714’s.

Un-cleco E-713, remove and set aside E-714, re-cleco on E-713 to E-703 and E-704. Then cleco the E-703, E-
704, E-713 subassembly to E-702.

Cleco the E-705 root rib left to E-702.

Final drill #40, E-705 to E-702.

Cleco E-701-L to the understructure. Note that E-701-L lays on top of E-713.

Remove the clecos connecting E-705 to the E-702 then cleco and drill the WD-605-1-L elevator horn to E-702
and E-705.

Cleco and final drill E-606PP to E-705 (at the root end of the E-606PP spar).

Drill the E-701-L skin to the understructure.

Disassemble the elevator. Deburr, dimple and prime the parts as desired (See “Deburring”, “Dimpling” and
“Priming”, Section 5.2, 5.5 & 5.1).

Dimple E-713 for the screw heads that will attach E-714 (See “Dimpling”, Section 5.5).

Machine countersink E-714 for the dimples in E-713 (See “Countersinking”, Section 5.5).

Machine countersink the top flange of E-606PP to accept the dimples in the E-701-L skin (See
“Countersinking”, Section 5.5). Dimple the bottom flange of E-606PP.

Machine countersink for the rivets that attach E-705 to E-606PP, the flush head can go on either the forward
face of E-705 or aft face of E-606PP.

Machine countersink the E-705 attach holes on the forward face of E-702 (See “Countersinking”, Section 5.5).
E-705 and E-702 will be riveted together with flush head rivets, so that the WD-605-1-L elevator horn can be
mounted flush with the forward face of the E-702 spar.

Bevel the inboard and aft edges of  E-713 locally where E-713 overlaps the spar and rib flanges to provide a
smooth transition between the counterbalance skin and the E-701-L elevator skin.

See DWG 4 for details of the trim system you have chosen.  It is easier to install the necessary parts while
access is still available to the inside of the skin. Note that the WD-415 trim cable anchor, related snap bushings
and the manual trim cable will be sent in the finish kit.

BENDING THE LEFT ELEVATOR TABS
Before the elevator is riveted together, the tabs that close the elevator at the trim tab cutout must be bent. Begin
by removing any vinyl from the tabs and outboard of the tabs where the bending blocks will touch the skin
surface (the vinyl allows the blocks to shift while bending the tabs).
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Lay a square reference along the trailing edge of E-701-L in the trim tab cutout (where E-606PP attaches).  Mark
the bend line perpendicular to the aft edge of the E-701-L trim tab cutout. While bending the tabs the bending
blocks will move away from the bend line (outboard). Compensate for this by offsetting the bend line approx. 1/32
inboard from the desired bend location.

Fabricate a set of bending blocks from particleboard or wood. The taper of the inside block should approximate
the completed bend angle of the E-701-L elevator skin. Clamp the skin and blocks to the edge of a table (See
Figure 6-1). Use double-sided tape between the mating surfaces of the bending blocks and the E-701-L skin, to
prevent the wedge shaped blocks from slipping.

Note that the upper tab overlaps the lower one so the joint sheds water. Bend the bottom tab down using the face
of a block of wood, working progressively back and forth across the tab (See Figure 6-2). Finish the bend by
using a flush set and a rivet gun turned down low (See Figure 6-3). Work the rivet gun across the entire tab
without stopping.

With the block still clamped in place repeat the above steps to bend the upper tab up and over the bottom tab.

RIVETING THE LEFT ELEVATOR (See “Riveting”, Section 5.4) 
Rivet E-703 to E-704.

Rivet E-610PP, E-611PP, E-00001A & B and platenuts to E-702.

Rivet E-705 to E-702 (flush heads forward).

Rivet E-703/E-704 to E-702.

Rivet WD-605-1-L to E-702 and E-705.

Rivet E-713 to E-701, two rivets on the top and two rivets on the bottom (assembling this way eliminates the need
for blind rivets).

Loosely place E-714 in place nested inside E-713 with screws partially inserted.

Insert the elevator skeleton into E-701-L/E-713 beginning at the front end of E-703/E-704 and then rotating the
root end aft into proper position.

Cleco and rivet E-701-L and E-713 to the understructure.

Rivet E-606PP to E-701-L along the bottom flange only. Leave the top flange unriveted at this point for
installation of the trim tab hinge. Rivet E-606PP to E-705.

Finish attaching E-714.

BUILDING THE TRIM TAB
Complete the trailing edge bend of the E-619-1-020 trim tab skin (See “Folded Trailing Edges”, Section 5.7).

Fabricate a set of bending blocks from wood or particleboard (See Figure 6-1,6-2,6-3 and 6-4). Note that the
upper block hooks over the lower block to prevent the wedge shaped blocks from slipping.  The taper of the
inside block should approximate the completed bend angle of the trim tab skin.

Remove the vinyl from the ends of the trim tab and mark bend lines on the tab (See Trim Tab Bend Detail, DWG
4). While bending the tabs the bending blocks will move away from the bend line (toward the center of the trim
tab). Compensate for this by offsetting the bend line approx. 1/32 from the desired bend location.

Clamp the inboard end of the tab with the bending blocks to the edge of a table (See Figure 6-1) Use double-
sided tape between the mating surfaces of the bending blocks and the trim tab skin to help prevent the wedge
shaped blocks from slipping.
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Bend the bottom tab down using the face of a block of wood, working progressively back and forth across the
tab (See Figure 6-2). Finish the bend by using a flush set and a rivet gun turned down low (See Figure 6-3).
Work the rivet gun across the entire tab without stopping.

With the block still clamped in place repeat the above steps to bend the upper tab up and over the bottom tab
(See Figure 6-4).

Repeat the above steps for the outboard tabs.

Cleco  E-607PP to the inside bottom surface of E-619PP-1-020.

Clamp E-718 to E-717 and run a clevis pin through the clevis pin attach hole for alignment. Cleco the E-717
outboard horn to the trim tab skin.  Using the holes in E-718 as a drill guide, match drill E-718 to E-619-1-020
and E-607PP.

Use the dimensions given on DWG 4 to position and clamp E-721 to the top flange of E-607PP.  Mark the
inboard edge of E-619PP-1-020 and E-607PP on E-721.

Drill the remaining holes attaching E-619PP-1-020 to the bottom flange of E-607PP. Drill the holes attaching E-
619PP-1-020 to the top flange of E-607PP and E-721.

Disassemble the trim tab.

Machine countersink the top of the E-607PP trim tab spar to accept the dimples in the trim tab skin (See
“Countersinking”, Section 5.5). Dimple the bottom flange of E-607PP.

Trim off the excess material from the E-717 outboard trim tab horn and the E-718 inboard trim tab horn
depending on the type of trim system used (See Manual Trim Assembly or Electric Trim Assembly, DWG 4).

Trim the inboard edge of the aft portion of the E-721 trim tab hinge.

Prepare the parts (See “Edge Finishing”, “Deburring”, “Dimpling” and “Priming”, Section 5.2, 5.5 & 5.1).

Cleco the trim tab back together.

Rivet the bottom of E-619-1-020 to the bottom flange of E-607PP, E-717 and E-718.

Remove the clecos along the top flange of E-606PP and clamp E-721 to the upper flange of E-606PP and the
aft edge of E-701-L.

Adjust the position of the hinge on the elevator so that the inboard and trailing edges of the trim tab are aligned
with the corresponding edges on the elevator (The trailing edge being more critical than the inboard edge).  Use
a long straight edge to aid in aligning the trailing edge.

Match drill and cleco the forward portion of E-721 #40 using the holes in E-701-L and E-606PP as a drill guide.

Mark the inboard edge of the E-701-L skin on E-721.

Remove E-721 and trim the inboard end to match the inboard edge of the E-701-L skin.

Re-cleco the tab hinge and trim tab assembly onto the elevator.

Sight down the trailing edge of the elevator, with the trim tab in trail.  If the tab has any twist and does not
continue the straight line of the elevator trailing edge, now is the time to correct it.  Even with the clecos
installed, there is enough play in the holes to gently twist the tab as necessary to align it perfectly.  When the
tab fits, use tape or a second pair of hands to hold it, and drill the folded ends of the inboard tabs.

With a pair of clecos in the inboard tabs, and a couple of reference marks for alignment, remove the trim tab
from the elevator.
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Carefully maintaining the alignment, set the rivets on the top of the trim tab.

Set the blind rivets in the ends of the trim tab, making sure they don't interfere with the rivets in the inboard tabs
of the elevator.

Rivet the forward (elevator) half of E-721 to the elevator.

Install and bend the trim tab hinge-pin and secure as shown on DWG 4, View A-A.  The hinge pin supplied is
too short to do this now.  You will receive longer pins with the fuselage kit.

FINISHING THE ELEVATORS
Roll and rivet the leading edges (See “Rolled Leading Edges”, Section 5.9).

Install the rod end bearings as shown (See Detail D, DWG 5).

Make a preliminary check to see that the elevator will swing through its full up and down travel without any
interference’s (See “Flight Controls”, Section 15).  Travel is best measured with a protractor or an electronic
"smart level". It will probably be necessary to remove the bottom flange of HS-603PP to allow the elevator horns
enough swing.  DO NOT remove any of the HS-609PP bar!

Align the trailing edge on the extended chord line of the stabilizer: "in trail."  The counterbalance arm should
align evenly with the stabilizer. Secure the elevator in this position.

Fabricate a “drill bushing” with an outside diameter of 1/4" and an 3/32" inside diameter.  Any small metal tube
can be used.  The bushing will protect the VA-146 hinge bearing from the drill bit and act as a drill guide to
locate and drill the hole in WD-605-1-R for the bolt that attaches the horn to the center bracket.

Insert the drill bushing into the HS-411PP hinge bracket/bearing assembly. Using the drill bushing as a drill
guide, pilot drill WD-605-1-R to #40.

Remove the elevator from the horizontal stabilizer and carefully drill the hole in the WD-605-1-R horn to final
size.

Repeat the above steps for the left elevator assembly.

At this point the E-714 counterweights will overbalance the elevators.  Final adjustments are made after the
elevators are complete and painted. It is impossible to make the elevator balance exactly until is finished. The
best approach is probably to leave the counterweights a little heavy, then drill the inboard side of the
counterweight with a series of small holes until the elevator balances.  A correctly balanced elevator will remain
"in trail".

Install the elevators on the horizontal stabilizer and make a check for alignment. There should be no binding in
the hinge line.

INSTALLING FIBERGLASS TIPS
You can add the fiberglass tips to the completed empennage now or you may chose to wait and do all the fiberglass 
work at a later stage.  Fiberglass is abrasive and will dull your countersink. 
After dimpling the skins and machine countersinking the fiberglass, the tips are attached with CS4-4 “pop” rivets.  
Installing the rudder and elevator tips first will make it easier to fit and trim the tips of the horizontal and vertical.
Figure 6-5 details ideas on closing the open ended tips.

Note:  On the RV-7 only, wait to install the fiberglass rudder bottom until the rudder is fit to the fuselage.  It may 
need to be modified to clear the tail spring.
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Figure 6-1 Figure 6-4

Figure 6-2

Figure 6-3
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OVERVIEW 
The RV-7/7A has been designed to accept either a forward hinged, tip-up canopy bubble or a sliding canopy with a 
fixed windshield. The fuselage structure differs slightly between the two styles.  Be sure you are following the 
directions for the proper canopy. 
Fitting the canopy is one of the most demanding construction jobs in building an airplane -- any airplane.  The big 
plexiglass bubble is fragile and difficult to handle.  The geometry is not always obvious.  The fit must be correct to 
prevent aggravating air and water leaks.   
Take your time and work with patience and persistence. 

PLEXIGLASS TIPS 
The plexiglass canopy bubble is one of the most expensive and fragile components in the kit.  Mis-handling and 
cracking it is one of the most disappointing, gumption-robbing experiences a homebuilder can have.  Here are a few 
plexiglass tips. 
Plexiglass is dramatically less brittle when it is warm.  Do not try and work on the canopy in a cold shop.  Cutting or 
drilling Plexiglass in temperatures under 60º F is asking for trouble.  Heat the shop to 75-80º -- it may be 
uncomfortable to you, but your canopy loves it.   
Regular twist drills have tips that tend to fracture Plexiglass.  Special Plexiglass drills are available from tool 
suppliers.  We have also found that a small Unibit makes excellent holes in warm Plexi.  Using a regular twist drill to 
enlarge a pre-drilled hole is almost guaranteed to crack a canopy. 
Do NOT try and use a saw of any kind.  You might get away with it once or twice, but eventually you will crack the 
bubble.  Cutting discs, supplied with the kit, do an excellent job when used in a high-speed die grinder.  They will 
also cut fingers without a second thought, so support your work well and use two hands to guide the grinder.  Die 
grinders turn at very high rpm and can throw chips and dust at un-dodgable velocities.  Eye, ear, and respiratory 
protection is essential! 

TIP-UP CANOPY INSTALLATION (slider instructions start on page 8) 

INSTALLING THE FORWARD FUSELAGE RIBS & CANOPY RELEASE MECHANISM

DRILLING THE CANOPY HINGE BLOCKS TO THE RIBS
Making the canopy fit the fuselage precisely is easier if the canopy frame is fitted before the rotation points are 
drilled in curved hinges.  The rotation points are located on the fuselage first, then transferred to the hinges 
themselves.  To locate the hinge points on the fuselage, the spacers and bearing blocks that will receive the canopy 
hinges must be fitted and drilled in place. 
Make the C-617, C-618, and C-619 spacers as shown on DWG 47. 
Temporarily remove the F-644 ribs. Clamp the C-617 block to the F-745 rib with the aft surface of the block flush to 
the aft edge of the rib and the top surface of the block just low enough to clear the skin when it is installed. Drill two 
shallow #12 pilot holes into the block using the two pre-punched 3/16” holes in F-745 as a guide. Drill only about 
1/16" deep into the block. 
Remove the block and finish drilling the holes in a drill press using a #10 drill. (Be sure the drill press table is level 
and square).  UHMW plastic tends to expand when drilling and then shrink back after the drill is removed.  A #10 bit 
will produce a hole that will be a slip fit for an AN3 bolt. 
Clamp the C-617 and C-618 blocks together, with the forward and top edges flush.  Use the holes in C-617 to drill 
C-618. 
While the two blocks are joined, carefully measure the location of the ¼” hole for the canopy hinge pivot bolt and 
drill it through both blocks.
Repeat the procedure with the other C-617/C-618 blocks. 
Reinstall the C-617 blocks on the F-745 ribs with temporary bolts. 
Drill the ¼” holes in the F-745 ribs, using the holes in the C-617 as a guide. 
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Pull a .251" reamer backwards through the block and rib a few times to get a nice slip fit on the modified AN43B 
pins.
Drill the upper hole in the C-619 spacer to the measurements shown on DWG 47.  Be sure to maintain the bolt hole 
edge distance because this spacer will be used later as a guide/stop for positioning the canopy frame.  Clamp the 
C-619 spacer to the C-617 block, insert a bolt through the hole and drill the second bolt hole.  
The F-644 ribs were drilled but not riveted to the F-768 bulkhead during fuselage construction.  Now they must be 
match drilled to the block assembly.  Cleco the F-644 ribs to the F-768 bulkhead.  Insert the C-617/618/619 
assembly between F-644 and F-745 and slide bolts through the holes until they contact the face of F-644.  Clamp 
the ribs and blocks together, using just enough pressure to hold the clamp in place. 
Cleco the F-771 front top skin in place to maintain the proper position of the F-644 ribs.  Do not cleco the portion of 
skin that is outboard of the F-745 ribs so the skin may be lifted to provide access for drilling. 
If the holes in F-771 skin and F-644 ribs don’t align, insert thin aluminum shims between the inboard face of C-617 
and F-644 until they do.  When the assembly comes apart later, you can make a full size shim of the correct 
thickness. 
When the F-771 is clecoed to the F-644 rib, tighten the clamp.  Peel up the outboard portion of the skin, remove one 
bolt from the assembly and drill F-644 through the hole.  Reinsert the bolt, all the way through F-644 this time, and 
continue until all the holes are drilled. 

INSTALLING THE CANOPY RELEASE 
Make the C-620 bearing block shown on DWG 47. Drill the bolt holes to the dimensions shown. 
Fabricate and/or install the canopy release mechanism components C-620, C-621, C-622, Wd-618, Wd-619, Wd-
620, and the modified AN43B-16 bolts. See DWG 47.  The entire pushrod/bellcrank assembly can be pre-
assembled on the bench, with all its clevis pins, thin washers, and cotter pins. This will allow you to install it in one 
piece without having to lie on your back installing cotter pins, etc.  Experiment with installing the assembly with the 
top skin removed so it will be familiar when it is time to install it after the skin is riveted on. 
When drilling the Wd-618 to the Wd-619 be sure the arm on the Wd-619 is “clocked” to the correct position (with the 
ears on the Wd-619 pointed outboard) and that the elevation is correct.  It must center vertically as it swings through 
the pre-punched cutout in the F-768 bulkhead. 
Fit the mechanism to the forward fuselage and align the C-620 bearing block on the F-697 channel.  The horizontal 
position is determined by the side-to-side pushrods.  The vertical position is determined by the fore-and-aft pushrod.  
Clamp the block to the channel and work the mechanism.  Adjust the block position if necessary to align the 
pushrods and eliminate any binding.  When the block position is correct, drill the C-620 to the F-697 using the holes 
pre-drilled in the block as guides. 
Note:  If you intend to have in-flight canopy jettison capability you must notch a portion of the F-771 skin above each 
hinge slot to allow the canopy frame to be pushed up and away from the fuselage.  See DWG 28, Detail F. These 
notches can then be covered with a sacrificial cover plate bonded in place lightly enough that it will not exceed your 
(probably adrenaline-enhanced) ability to break the bond should you ever have to push it open. 

RIVETING THE UPPER FORWARD FUSELAGE
Once the above work is completed the upper forward fuselage structure can be riveted at any time, though we 
recommend that you delay it as long as possible. This will provide much better access to the cockpit area for all of 
the systems installation, wiring, instrument panel work, etc. 
When you are ready to assemble the forward fuselage structure, first rivet the F-768C seal strips to the F-768A and 
F-768B sub-panel (leave open any rivet holes that share other parts).  Rivet the plate nuts to the F-697 and then 
rivet the F-697 and the F-643-1 to the F-768A.  
Rivet the F-745 ribs to each F-768B sub-panel (only at the 2 top holes requiring AN426 rivets). An F-768B with its 
associated F-745 rib (your choice, left or right) can now be riveted to the F-768A.  Now before riveting the other F-
768B you must fit the whole assembly into the fuselage and cleco it in place. See DWG 24A.  You can now finish all 
of the other riveting in any order you choose, though it is easier to rivet the F-721C & D attach angles to the F-721A 
before it is riveted to the fuselage.  If you are using the optional map box kit, now is a good time to complete the 
installation.

INSTALLING THE PRIMARY CANOPY LATCH 

INSTALLING THE SIDE HANDLE
Use the Tip-Up Canopy Latch Hole Pattern template on DWG 48, Detail D to locate and drill holes in the forward 
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side skin for the latch handle.  Use a small file to slot between the holes…this will be visible, so work carefully. 
Use a straight edge and check the C-607 Latch Handle for straightness.  The 1/8” thick material often distorts 
slightly in the punching process.  Clamp it in a vise and lightly tap in the appropriate locations to get it as straight as 
possible. 
File/deburr the edges of C-607 and C-609.  Finish the interior of the hooks with a small jeweler’s file. 
Fabricate the lower C-712 angle as shown on DWG 48. Use particular care to accurately locate the two 3/16” 
diameter holes in C-712. 
Temporarily bolt C-607 and C-609 to the lower C-712 angle. The aft outboard portion of C-607 has two straight, 
parallel edges offset .032 from each other.  C-607 should mate to the lower C-712 so one of the edges is flush with 
the outboard face of C-712 and the other edge is protruding by .032. C-609 should mate to the C-712 angle so it 
rotates enough to disengage before interfering with the forward surface of C-607. 
Fabricate the upper C-712 angle.  Clamp the angles together and ensure that the outer faces of the two angles are 
flush before drilling the 3/16” diameter holes. 
Temporarily bolt the C-607 and C-609 between the two C-712 angles. We use UHMW tape applied to the upper/
lower faces of the C-712 angles to prevent C-607 & C-609 from scraping the angles as they rotate. Use an .016 
spacer and a piece of heavy paper (to allow for the of UHMW tape) between the inside faces of angles and C-607 
and C-609.  This will provide some clearance and prevent binding.  
Position and drill the C-712/C-607/C-609 sub-assembly to the forward side skin. Use the C-607 to align the sub-
assembly with the slots in the skin. 
Machine countersink the C-712 rivet holes, dimple the forward fuselage skin and rivet the angles to the skin. 
Follow the instructions supplied with the VA-104 knob and install it on the C-607. 
Bolt the C-607 to the C-712 angles. Drill a hole in C-609 and in the main spar bulkhead for C-616 wire core.  
Install the C-607/C-609 latch handle, then insert the C-616 wire core into the C-615 spring and hook it into the holes 
on the fuselage and latch. 

INSTALLING THE AFT CANOPY LATCH
The Wd-617 Canopy Latch spans the cockpit behind the seats and operates canopy latch fingers on each side of 
the canopy frame.  It is shown on DWGs 48 and 49. 
Bend the latch hooks (if necessary) until they fit through the oval holes in the F-705 bulkhead.  
Mark lines on each C-611 block for the vertical position of the bolt holes.  Fit a C-611 block to each end of the Wd-
617 and install it into the fuselage.  Fit the hooks in the F-705 oval holes and clamp the blocks in position so that the 
bolt position lines are visible through the pre-punched holes in F-705 (see DWG 20). 
Using the holes in the bulkhead as guides, drill holes in the C-611 blocks about 1/16" deep with a #30 drill to mark 
its location. Remove the blocks and finish drilling the holes in a drill press.  Then enlarge the holes in the blocks with 
a #10 drill bit.  Enlarge the bolt holes in the F-705 bulkhead with a #12 drill.  Bolt the Wd-617 and the two C-611 
blocks into the fuselage. 
Install the two VS-411 brackets to the F-705 bulkhead. 
Install the C-605 and the two C-606 links.  The links will require a slight twist and small bends on the ends to make 
them align with the angular difference between the arm on the Wd-617 and the C-605. 
This all sounds complicated but it should be readily apparent when you begin bolting the parts together. 
Finally make the C-710 push rod assembly as shown in DWG 48. Drill the ends of the tube with a #3 drill and tap 
them with 1/4 - 28 threads at each end to accept the rod ends.  

FITTING THE CANOPY FRAME TO THE FUSELAGE 
PREPARING THE FRAME AND FITTING THE CANOPY SKIN
If the instrument panel and avionics are installed, remove them for safekeeping while the frame is fitted. 
Install the C-617, C-618, & C-619 blocks. 
Draw a black pen center line on the aft tube of the Wd-716 fwd canopy frame weldment.  
Use a ¼” to ½”wide strip of UHMW tape (not in the kit, available from Van’s catalog) along the inner surface of the 
forward edge of the C-702 skin to prevent it and the F-768 sub-panel flanges from rubbing on each other when 
opening and closing. The tape should be attached flush with the forward edge of the skin before beginning the 
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installation process. 
When the forward ribs of the Wd-716 canopy frame assembly are manufactured, the flanges do not form to the 
necessary 90 degrees.  Use a file or belt sander to remove some material on the aft edge of the upper flange so it is 
90º when checked with a square.  Only the portion from the center to about 3" outboard of each hinge bracket 
should be modified.  Outboard of that, the fuselage widens and the flange should be a little under-bent. 
Cleco the C-702 forward top skin to the Wd-716 fwd canopy frame weldment. Verify that you can see the pen line 
on the Wd-716 aft tube through the aft row of holes, then begin drilling and clecoing from the center out to each side 
with a #40 bit (they will be opened up to #30 later on). 
Double check that there are no bumps around the notches in the F-768A or F-768B flanges that would prevent the 
skin from smoothly laying down.  File as necessary to make the skin fit smoothly. 
Fit the forward canopy frame/canopy skin assembly on the fuselage (you might want to protect the fuselage side 
rails with paper/tape from now on if they are already painted) and check the fit. The frame width at the aft tube may 
need to be adjusted slightly to match the fuselage width. This can be done by adding more curve to the aft tube at 
the ends (bend it around something round) or straightening them slightly (push it against a table top). 
Tape the canopy frame/canopy skin assembly back on the fuselage,  pulling it down tight on the fuselage.  Butt the 
forward edge of the C-702 canopy skin up to the aft edge of the F-771 forward fuselage top skin. Then slide the can-
opy skin slightly aft and slip some .020 or .032 spacers between the skins.  When the canopy frame is in the correct 
position, the two skin edges will have a slight gap across the full width of the fuselage. 
Pre-drill the hole pattern into the C-614 center splice plate using #40 holes. See DWG 47.   Fit C-614 to the Wd-716 
canopy frame and drill the holes to the two frame ribs (only use a # 40 bit at this time to allow for slight adjustments 
later if required).  
Drill two rows of #40 holes through Wd-716 that run aft from each hinge point using the pre-punched holes in the C-
702 skin as a guide. 
Remove all chips from between canopy skin and canopy frame and re-cleco.   
Now drill #30 through the pre-punched holes in the tabs on each hinge bracket into the fwd canopy frame ribs.  
Remove the frame.  Remove the skin.   
Deburr all holes. Re-cleco the skin to the frame and put it back on the fuselage.  
Retape with duct tape to pull everything back down tight.   
Double check that you are happy with the fit and if so drill the holes in the C-614 splice plate to #30.   
Disassemble deburr and rivet the 1/8" rivets in the frame splice plate and hinge angles.  Note that some of the rivets 
are AN426 flush on the fwd side.  See DWG 47, View D-D. 
Re-cleco the canopy skin to the frame and fit the frame back to the fuselage. 

DRILLING THE HINGE BRACKETS
Be sure you have installed the second of two AN3 bolts through F-745, C-617, C-618, C-619, and F-644 after 
riveting on the F-771 skin.  Use a ¼” drill bit in an angle drill to back drill through the C-617 block and into the Wd-
716 hinge brackets to mark the hinge pin location.  You do not have to drill all the way through the Wd-716 hinge 
brackets. Drill just deep enough to make the full diameter of the drill bit.  Remove the frame from the fuselage and 
finish drilling the ¼” holes all the way through the brackets as straight as you can. 
With the hole finished to 1/4 " enlarge it for the bushing. This is most accurately done by carefully drilling the hole to 
23/64" and then reaming to .375 with a straight reamer.  A sharp new 3/8 drill bit can also be used to take the hole 
to final size if a reamer isn’t available.  Deburr the holes and then press in the bushings using flush set in a rivet 
squeezer. 
Reinstall the previously made release mechanism in the fuselage.   
Attach the Wd-620 handle temporarily to make it easier to engage the pins when installing and removing the frame 
the 100 or so times you will do it while fitting the canopy.  

FITTING THE CANOPY FRAME TO THE FUSELAGE AND CABIN FRAME
Reinstall the canopy frame on the fuselage (without the canopy skin clecoed on) and engage the release pins. 
The canopy installation is designed with a very tight clearance between the Wd-716 frame and the F-768C seal 
support angle. See DWG 24A. Trim the seal support angle just enough to allow the frame to pivot without scraping.  
Cleco the C-702 canopy skin to the Wd-716 canopy frame using clecos in all the holes. 
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Make four spacers 7/8" thick and four 1/8" thick.  They can be made of what ever material you like (we used 
aluminum bar for the thin ones and blocks of wood cut on the band saw for the thick ones) but they should be 
accurate for thickness.  The 1/8" spacers should be approx. 1" X 2", and the 7/8" spacers should be approx. 2” X 4". 
The 1/8" spacers will be used under the Wd-725 canopy side rails, and the 7/8" spacers will be used between the F-
631A ribs and the F-631 roll bar. 
The F-631A ribs must have the flange angles re-adjusted to about 92.5 degrees (as formed they are only about 88 
degrees) and then fluted to make them straight.  Adjust the flute spacing to allow for the eventual screw pattern that 
will attach the canopy. 
Fit and drill the C-704 splice plate (DWG 49) to one (for now) of the F-631As. Later the splice plate will be clecoed 
to the front of the frame to locate the holes in the other half. 
Lay the Wd-725 canopy side rails in place on the fuselage to check the fit.  The goal is to have the curve of Wd-725 
exactly match the longitudinal curve of the fuselage and align vertically with the fuselage side when checked with a 
straight edge.  As supplied, the curve is usually very close along the bottom but more curve will probably be 
required along the joggle at the top.  This is improved by lightly bending the rail across any heavy round object.  
The fwd ends of the Wd-725 canopy side rails may need to be adjusted/modified where they mate to the Wd-716. 
Squeeze the upper bend with flush sets in a rivet squeezer and then finish the adjustment with a hand seamer. The 
goal is to get a smooth transition from the Wd-725, rolling inboard to the Wd-716. 
Lay out and pre-drill the rivet pattern in the C-613 splice plates using a #40 drill.  See DWG 48. 
Layout and pre-drill the rivet pattern in the angle bracket welded to the aft end of each Wd-725, using a #40 drill.   
Tape the 7/8" spacers to the aft side of the F-631A ribs.  Clamp the ribs to the forward side of the F-631 cabin 
frame.
Clamp each Wd-725 to the fuselage sides using the 1/8” spacers between the bottom of Wd-725 and the F-721 aft 
canopy deck.  The aft surface of Wd-725 mates to the forward surface of the F-631A ribs.  Use a piece of .032 
scrap to simulate the C-603 canopy skirt thickness. The correct position of the Wd-725 is with the C-603 skin flush 
with the side of the fuselage (see DWG 48, Sect B-B and C-C).  Drill the welded angle to the F-631A ribs. 
Clamp the C-613 splice plates to the Wd-716 and the Wd-725 with the bottom flanges of Wd-716 and Wd-725 
aligned (see DWG 48.)  The lower flange on the C-613 nests tightly to the lower flange of the Wd-725.  The forward 
portion of the flange that angles away from the Wd-716 will be later filled with a wedge shaped spacer. 

FINISHING THE FRAME
When you are happy with the alignment of the frame sides to the fuselage, drill the holes from the C-613 through 
the Wd-725 and the Wd-716. Do not drill the two holes through the Wd-725 upper flange and Wd-716 aft tab at this 
time. Drill the holes only through Wd-725/Wd-716 and C-613. While drilling, be sure to peel back the C-702 skin 
slightly where it overlaps the splice plate holes so you don't drill into it. 
Remove the C-613s and Wd-725s from the Wd-716 and remove the Wd-716 from the fuselage.   
Un-cleco the C-702 skin from Wd-716. 
Re-cleco the C-613’s to the Wd-725's and the Wd-716. 
Make the C-723 spacer wedges. See DWG 48. 
Clamp a piece of scrap angle along the bottom edge of the side of the frame to make sure it is straight and then drill 
the 2 holes through the Wd-716, C-613, and the C-723 wedge. 
Disassemble, deburr, and machine countersink for the AN426 rivets. 
Re-cleco and reclamp with the angle to be sure it is straight, and rivet the canopy frame together, except at the joint 
of the F-631As.  This will be final drilled and riveted a little later. 
Reinstall the frame on the fuselage and cleco on the C-702 skin. 

FITTING THE PLEXIGLASS CANOPY 
It is now time to start cutting the canopy.  Put away the prayer beads…this isn’t as bad as you may have feared. 
Keep the vinyl plastic on the canopy for as long as possible to protect it from any accumulation of dirt and grit that 
can cause scratches during installation.  It is very difficult to remove this without causing scratches.  If you get to a 
point where you have to remove the vinyl, replace it with some stretch-on plastic wrap from the kitchen.  This will 
help keep it protected until the airplane is ready to fly. 
Before doing any cutting, mark a centerline on the vinyl down the middle of the canopy from front to back. This will 
aid in aligning to the fuselage and keeping the two parts aligned with each other once the canopy is cut. 
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The initial trim removes just the excess flange around the front, and the clamping areas along the sides and the 
back. Use this cutting on unused portions of the canopy as an opportunity to practice making clean straight lines. 
Go ahead and mark lines with a straight edge and practice following them as well as you can. 
Before the canopy is moved/handled you must finish on the edges at least to the point of removing any nicks and 
rounding the sharp edges. These are all stress risers that can be the origin of a crack. 
Put some masking tape on the roll bar and the F-631 rib flanges to prevent scratching the canopy. Mark a center 
line around the circumference of the cabin frame. This will be the eventual split line between the front and back 
portions of the canopy. 
Set the canopy in place on the fuselage to check the fit. The canopy will eventually go behind the “ears” on the C-
702 skin but for now, put some tape on the ears to prevent scratching and let them rest inside the canopy. 
You now should be able to see what the frame shape has to be at the fwd end of the Wd-725 side rails where they 
intersect the Wd-716.  The joggled flange on the Wd-725 and the tab on the Wd-716 need to begin rolling inboard to 
allow for the shape of the canopy at this point. Remove the canopy and adjust as necessary, then refit the canopy. 
The initial trimming should work towards a flush fit of the windscreen portion at the front to the C-702 skin. WHEN 
CHECKING THE FIT OF THE CANOPY TO THE FRAME, THE CANOPY MUST BE (AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE) 
CLAMPED/HELD WHERE IT WILL BE IN WHEN IT IS FINALLY SCREWED ON TO THE FRAME.   
Pull the canopy sides in to the frame when checking the overall fit.  The goal is to get the canopy to fit nicely to the 
C-702 skin while it is pulled in to the Wd-725 side channels, is touching around the sides of the roll bar, and 
contacts the F-632A approx. 1.5 " forward of the F-606 bulkhead. In final position the base of the windscreen will be 
approximately 1.75" aft of the forward edge of C-702. 
Do not attempt to do any trimming to final size, other than around the base of the windscreen, until after you have 
split it the canopy at the roll bar.  The molded shape of the canopy results in a slight duck tail upturn at the very 
back (trimmed off later) and a curve in the top where it goes over the roll bar. This will prevent it from laying down 
flush on the top of the cabin frame and canopy frame until it is separated into two pieces. 
When you have gotten the fit to be somewhat close (it doesn't need to be perfect: it actually becomes much easier 
to deal with once the canopy is split) it is time to mark the split line.  The split point goes right down the middle of the 
F-631 roll bar.   Don’t forget to pull the canopy in tight on the sides when marking the line.   
At this time you should also temporarily cleco on the F-774 aft top skin and mark the window cutout on the canopy.  
Immediately mark "do not cut at this line".   The line is useful for repositioning the canopy, but you must remember 
to leave an extra flange for attaching the window to the skin. Mark a line about 1.25" outside of the “do not cut” line 
for doing a rough cut to final size. 
Remove the canopy from the fuselage. Attach (nail, screw, etc.) blocks to the table top or edges to hold the canopy 
and keep it from spreading as it rests on the table.  By restraining its sides in this manner will hold its shape and you 
can be work on it safely. 
It is a very good idea to have a helper with this step to help manage the progressively floppier canopy. 
Cut the canopy into the front and back pieces.  You may begin cutting at any point comfortable for you.  However, if 
the cut begins on the bottom edge, we suggest that before the cut progresses more than a foot, the edge be taped 
or clamped back together in order to hold the shape as well as possible while continuing the cut.  Similarly, the top 
center should either be the last portion cut, or should be taped together before completing the side cuts.  The object 
here is to prevent the rear of the canopy from sagging down and damaging the last part of the cut.  Finish these 
edges before moving/handling the pieces. 
Put the fwd portion back on the fuselage and mark for the final trimming. Because it is more flexible now it should 
lay down flush all around the roll bar. It will probably not match up exactly to the center split line on the roll bar but 
don't worry, this will be taken care of with a little bit of final trim adjustment.  You can also double-check the fit once 
more at the fwd end of the Wd-725.  Remove the canopy, make any other adjustments necessary, then drill and 
rivet the tabs on the Wd-716 to the Wd-725s. 

DRILLING THE CANOPY TO THE CANOPY FRAME
Reinstall the canopy on the frame. 
With the canopy at its final position, lightly clamp it to the roll bar. Now unclamp the F-631 frame ribs and move 
them so that they make contact with the interior of the canopy and then re-clamp them to the roll bar. 
Using a helper, carefully remove the canopy so as not to disturb the position of the F-631 ribs. 
Carefully drill the remaining holes through the F-631 rib and the C-704 splice plate. 
With everything clecoed, refit the canopy, tape it with duct tape at the front, clamp or tape it to the roll bar at the 
back. Mark the final trim along the Wd-725 joggle, and note any small adjustments that you want to make where the 
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base of the windscreen mates with the C-702 skin. 
Remove the canopy and do the final trim along the sides and front. Once again, finish the edges before handling or 
moving.
Locate and mark all the screw hole locations on the canopy frame.  When drilling the canopy you can pre-drill all of 
the holes in the frame #40 and then drill through the canopy to them with a plexi bit.  The canopy is transparent of 
course, and it is relatively easy to hit the holes already in the frame.  Alternatively, you can drill the hole in the 
canopy (using a special 1/8” plexiglass bit) until the tip of the bit makes a mark on the frame.  The holes in the frame 
will be drilled with a regular bit when the plexiglass is removed. 
Either way, it is very important that you have the canopy pulled down tight when you drill the first few holes, at least 
on the side you are drilling.  These holes will “lock in” the canopy position, so you must have the canopy in the 
correct position. 
With the canopy taped at the front and clamped or taped at the back, begin by drilling 3 or 4 holes at the top center 
of the F-631 rib bow to help lock-in the position. Now with a helper pulling the canopy tight on one entire side drill 
some holes 6 - 8 " apart around the rear bow and the sides to lock it down.  Do the same on the other side.  Finish 
drilling all remaining holes. 
Mark the aft edge of the canopy for final trimming to match the split line on the roll bar.  Remove the canopy and 
frame as an assembly from the fuselage. 
Do the final trimming on the back edge of the canopy.  Note: more may be required later to provide clearance from 
the aft portion, and to allow for it to swing opened and closed. 

FITTING THE REAR WINDOW
Trim the aft canopy window portion to the line previously marked and finish the edge. 
Mark all of the screw holes on the aft top skin and the roll bar.  Be sure that you make the screw pattern fit within 
the rivet pattern already in the roll bar. 
The aft window should be now put in place and positioned so that it reaches the split line on the roll bar (be sure 
that you are pushing it fully tight to the aft top skin (remember the shape change). You will probably have excess on 
the roll bar over the top but that will be trimmed/adjusted later. 
Lightly clamp the window to the cabin frame.  Make sure that it is pushed tightly to the inside of the aft top skin. 
Begin drilling at the top middle of the aft top skin and the top middle of the roll bar.  Alternating back and forth, 
clecoing as you go to pull the window tight to the roll bar and skin as you work your way down. 
Repeat on the other side. 
Mark the window along the split line on the roll bar for final trimming. 
Remove the window, trim the forward edge along the split line, and finish the edge. 
The holes in the roll bar should be enlarged with a #35 drill and tapped for a 6-32 screw. 
Remove the aft top skin.  Lay it flat on some scrap .025 material and trace the window shape to cutout the backing 
strip for the screws. 
The window screw holes in the aft top skin should be enlarged with a #27 drill and dimpled for a #6 screw. 
Because of the expansion rate of plexiglass, it is good practice to make fastener holes in plexiglass canopy slightly 
larger than the diameter of the fasteners themselves. Remove the canopy from the frame and machine countersink 
all the holes for either #6 screw heads or a #6 dimple (Use a piece of .032 or .025 aluminum, as appropriate, 
dimpled for 6-32 screw to test the fit.)  Check the drawing and mark the holes for the correct countersinking depth 
before you start cutting.  After countersinking, enlarge all the holes in the plexi with a 5/32” plexi drill or the 5/32” 
step on a Unibit.  Countersinking before enlarging the holes permits you to use a standard countersinking bit with a 
#30 pilot.  Immediately debur all holes to prevent cracks. 
Enlarge all screw holes in the frame with a #27 drill and then debur. 
All holes in the aft window that screw to the roll bar should be machine countersunk for a 6-32 screw head, then 
enlarged as described for the canopy. All holes in the aft window that match with holes in the aft top skin should be 
machine countersunk, using piece of .025 dimpled for 6-32 screw to test the fit, then enlarged. 

FITTING THE SIDE SKIRTS
It is time to fit and drill the C-603 canopy side skirts.  Replace the frame on the fuselage, tape it down and attach the 
canopy bubble with three screws evenly spaced along each side of the frame. The screws are installed through the 
canopy bubble and Wd-725 only. This allows the final canopy bubble and frame shape to be held without clecos 
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interfering with the side skirts. 
The bottom edge of the C-603 side skirts butts to the top of the fuselage side skin and the top edge is trimmed even 
with the top edge of Wd-725.  The front edge butts up to the aft edge of the C-702 canopy skin, and the aft edge fits 
to the forward edge of F-774 with an approximately 1/16” gap.  
Lay out the hole pattern for the AN426AD3 rivets that attach C-603 and Wd-725. Drill and cleco C-603 to the 
canopy frame. Remove the canopy and frame from the fuselage, and back-drill the row of screw holes through the 
canopy frame, canopy, and into the C-603 side skirt.  See DWG 48, Section C-C. 
Remove the C-603 side skirts, remove the screws holding the canopy to the frame, remove the canopy, and remove 
the C-702 canopy skin. 
Debur, dimple/machine countersink all holes, and rivet the skins to the frame. Now is a good time to paint the 
canopy frame with whatever interior finish paint you have chosen.  
Place the canopy bubble on the frame assembly and install all screws, washers, and nuts.  

FITTING THE LATCH FINGERS AND SAFETY LATCH TO THE FRAME
Now that the canopy has been fitted and attached to the canopy frame, it is time to complete the canopy latch 
mechanism by attaching the Wd-622 canopy lugs to the bottom of the aft surface of the frame. 
Re-install the canopy/frame assembly on the fuselage. 
You will need to work from inside the cabin.  Clamp the Wd-622 canopy lug to the aft end of the canopy frame as 
shown in DWG 48, View D-D.  Lower the canopy and engage the lug with the latch fingers by moving the canopy 
latch mechanism to the closed and latched position.  The lug is held in position inside the “hook” portion of Wd-617 
from the bottom. Mart its position using the holes that pre-drilled in the aft ends of the Wd-725 canopy side rails. 
The Wd-622 canopy lugs should be clecoed to the frame initially using #30 holes, and the canopy latch functionality 
checked before enlarging the holes to 3/16 and installing bolts, washers, and nuts. The Wd-622 lug placement can 
be “cheated” up when the holes are enlarged if the canopy did not latch as tightly as desired. The “hooks” of the 
Wd-617 can be deepened slightly, or the lugs can be “cheated” down if the canopy latches too tightly.  You should 
be able to feel the latch engage the lug when you work the latch handle, but you should not have to force the handle 
closed. 
The Wd-621 Aft Canopy Handle is installed next. Insert the shaft of the canopy handle into mount block C-608. 
Position the handle/block assembly on the forward face of the C-631A frame as shown in DWG 49, View A-A. Mark, 
drill, and countersink the four holes as shown.  Bolt the block to frame C-631A with AN509 flush head bolts. Install 
the 3/8'' washer and cotter pin to hold the handle in the block. 
The canopy handle serves several purposes.  The primary one is as a convenient handle for raising and lowering 
the canopy.  It also functions as a safety hold-down latch, and to hold the canopy partially open in a “Taxi” position.  
To function as a safety latch, the handle is turned fore and aft as shown on DWG 48.  If the pilot forgets to latch the 
canopy before take-off, this handle will restrain the canopy from lifting open, at least at low flying speeds.  When the 
canopy is opened about 3 1/2 inches, and the handle rotated fore-and-aft with the tip end aft, this tip will rest on top 
of the F-631 cabin frame, thus holding the canopy slightly open and providing cabin ventilation while taxiing. 

INSTALLING THE SLIDING CANOPY 
After the empennage, the sliding canopy probably raises more questions than any other installation.  Fitting a struc-
ture of welded steel spaghetti to a hand-built fuselage is an exercise in patience and perseverance.  Given the inevi-
table variations between individual frames, roll-bars and fuselages, it is not possible to give dimensions that will 
work every time.  Instead, we caution builders to slow down and work carefully from “first principles.” The amount of 
effort and time you spend on preliminary positioning and alignment, adjusting both the canopy frame and the can-
opy skirts, makes a big difference to the quality of the final fit of the canopy. 
The RV-6/6A Sliding Canopy Assembly consists of two main components; the Windscreen/roll bar assembly which 
is fixed to the fuselage, and the Sliding Canopy Frame/Plexiglass canopy which moves fore and aft. 
The windshield frame also serves as an overturn structure or “roll bar”.  It consists of a formed steel tube weldment 
with a flanged base which is bolted to the fuselage upper longerons and cockpit rails.  The roll bar also includes a 
center brace which attaches to the upper forward fuselage.  The windscreen is screwed to the roll bar and bonded 
to the top fuselage skin with an epoxy/fiberglass base molding. 
The sliding canopy frame of is made of welded steel tubing and moves on nylon rollers and slide blocks.  The 
canopy is trimmed and attached to the steel tube frame with blind rivets and machine screws.  Aluminum skirts are 
used to fair the bottom and rear of the canopy to the fuselage. 
The canopy has three contact points with the fuselage; two rollers at the lower forward corners of the canopy frame, 
and one slider block at the rear top of the canopy frame.  The rollers move in extruded aluminum tracks and the rear 
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slider block moves on a builder-fabricated guide track. 
The sliding canopy is held closed with an over-center spring-loaded hook latch operated by an internal/external 
handle.  This handle is also used for sliding the canopy open or closed.  There are two pins at the rear base of the 
canopy just aft of the canopy tracks which engage nylon blocks mounted on the fuselage.  The front of the sliding 
canopy is held down by a molded fiberglass lip on the windscreen. The pins and lip serve as passive hold-downs, 
so operating the sliding canopy requires just one latch and one hand. 

INSTALLING THE ROLL BAR 
Lay out and drill #40 pilot holes for the 3/16” and ¼” bolts through the F-721B Aft Canopy Decks shown on DWG 
42, Detail A. Drill the aft pilot hole through both the upper surface of F-721B and the lower flange of F-721B. 
The C-668 spacers are needed to provide a flat surface for the nuts and bolts that attach the roll bar to the 
longerons. See DWG 42, Section D-D.  Modify the C-668 spacers provided in the kit as shown on DWG 42, C-668 
Detail Views. When done, you should have a forward left, forward right, aft left, and aft right spacer. Mark 
centerlines on the upper surface of each spacer.  Hold the spacers, one at a time, in place against the bottom 
surface of F-721B and nested tightly against the inboard edge of the longeron with the fastener centerline mark 
visible through the #40 pilot holes drilled earlier.  Drill #40 through the pilot holes just enough (about 3/32” deep) to 
make a good center point for finish drilling the holes through the spacers off of the fuselage.  Remove the spacers. 
Use a drill press to drill the #40 holes all the way through the spacers.  Then finish-drill the holes to final size. Make 
sure you put the correct size hole in the correct spacer! #12 for the forward two spacers, ¼” for the aft two spacers. 
Place the Wd-641 Roll Bar on the fuselage in the position shown on DWG 42, View C-C.  The roll bar should have 
7/32” gap between the fuselage sides and the outer edges of the bar. If the gap is within 1/16” of desired, you can 
push or pull it into position, otherwise you should bend it slightly to make it fit within 1/16”. It can be adjusted quite 
easily by hooking one end behind something and pulling (to make it wider) or by putting one end on the floor and 
leaning on the other (to make it narrower). Go sloooowly. It is easy to do too much. 
Once you have the width close, clamp the roll bar in the proper position of the fuselage (vise grips work well) and 
using a #40 bit, back-drill the 4 bolt holes up from the bottom using the pre-drilled pilot holes in F-721B as guides. 
The aft two holes are back-drilled using the holes in the F-721B flanges as well as the holes through the upper 
surfaces.  
Remove the roll bar. Drill the holes up to final size in both the roll bar and in the aft canopy decks. Remember, #12 
for the forward holes, ¼” for the aft holes. Use a unibit for the F-721B holes to keep the holes from wandering. De-
burr all holes. 
Install bolts/nuts/washers to hold the roll bar in place for further fitting. With the nuts tightened, double-check that 
the roll bar is square to the fuselage longerons.  See DWG 42, View C-C.  Use shims if/as required. 
Insert the forward end of the Wd-643-SS Roll Bar Brace through the pre-punched slot in the F-7106 forward top 
skin.  The tab of the roll bar brace fits between the F-7108A Rib and the F-7108B Angle. Carefully use a screwdriver 
to pry the rib and angle apart when inserting the tab. See DWG 24.  
Trim the upper/aft end of Wd-643-SS as required to mate with the receptacle in Wd-641. Clamp the tube in place 
and drill a 1/4'' hole through its upper end joining the roll bar.  See DWG 43, Detail B.  Using the pre-punched holes 
in the F-7108 rib as guides, drill two 3/16'' holes through the plate in the Wd-643-SS lower end. Remove Wd-643-
SS, de-burr holes, and trim the bottom of the roll bar brace to leave 3/8” edge distance. See DWG 42, View E-E. 
Install bolts/nuts/washers to hold the roll bar brace in place for further fitting. 

FITTING THE SLIDER FRAME
Assemble the Wd-644/C-658 roller assemblies (see DWG 41, Detail A) and insert them into the tubes of the Wd-
640 Canopy Frame.  Light clamping pressure with a small C-clamp will hold them in -- do not drill them to the frame 
until all canopy fitting adjustment have been made. 
Cut the C-657 Canopy Tracks to length as shown on DWG 41. Lay-out and pre-drill screw holes using a #40 bit. 
See DWG 42, Sliding Canopy Top View for screw hole spacing. Clamp the C-657 canopy tracks onto the F-721B 
Aft Canopy Decks. 
Drill the hole through C-661 per DWG 43, C-661 Detail View. Position the C-661 rear slider block under the 
receptacle on the rear center of the canopy frame weldment.  Drill through C-661 and the canopy frame and insert 
the bolt. See DWG 43, Detail J.  Remove C-661 and de-burr holes. 
Check the shape of the C-763 Slide Spacer against the full-scale template on DWG 41. The part supplied in your kit 
may vary slightly, so carefully adjust your C-763 to match the template. Complete the rear slider track assembly by 
positioning, drilling, and riveting the C-762 and C-763 parts together per DWG 43, Section H-H.  Make sure that you 
are not changing the shape of C-763 as you are attaching C-762 to it. Lay the track assembly in place 
approximately centered on the rear fuselage top skin. Bend the tab in the F-7112 skin down to allow the track 
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assembly to rest on the skin.  See DWG 43, Detail J. Slide the C-661 block onto the track.  For the time being, hold 
the track in place on the fuselage with duct tape. 
Install the Wd-640 Canopy frame on the fuselage by inserting the rollers in the tracks through their open aft ends 
and inserting the bolt through the C-661.  Slide the frame forward until it meets the roll bar. The flanges of the Wd-
644 roller brackets will be the first part of the frame assembly to touch the roll bar. 
Check the following points to insure the proper fit of the canopy frame to the fuselage:  
The canopy frame side bows match the shape of the fuselage, but are inset 1/16”. See DWG 43, Section F-F. The 
vertical distance from the canopy frame side bows to the F-721B canopy deck should vary by no more than 1/8” 
from front to back.   
The rear bows of the canopy frame closely match the contour of the F-7112 skin but are inset about 1/16”. (when 
the plexiglass is fitted, it will bring the level up above the contour of the skin.) 
When viewed from the front, the roll bar should look centered on, and symmetrical to the canopy frame forward bow 
with the canopy frame top center bow centered on the latch pin on the roll bar. The canopy frame forward bow 
should be slightly higher at the center than the roll bar, see DWG 43, Detail B.  
The canopy frame forward bow is slightly wider at the sides than the roll bar. The roll bar to canopy frame width 
difference is a fall-out of having the canopy frame side bows at the proper inset from the fuselage sides and is 
necessary because the fuselage widens going aft from the roll bar. 
Make any adjustments to the frame shape that may be necessary to achieve these parameters. Use large, heavy 
objects of similar radius to add more curvature. Use your feet to push it against the floor on areas to reduce the 
curvature. Because the canopy bubble must be pulled down from its natural shape to conform to the canopy frame, 
the canopy frame will expand as much as ½” in width when the plexiglass canopy is attached.   This will be 
compensated for during later stages of canopy fitting. 
With the canopy frame moved fully forward, re-adjust and re-clamp the tracks so that the canopy frame side bows 
are inset 1/16” from both fuselage sides when the rollers are centered laterally in the tracks. This should position the 
tracks approximately 40 13/16” apart when measuring between roller track inboard vertical surfaces.  When you are 
happy with the track positions, drill #40 through the forward most screw hole in each track into the fuselage and 
cleco. Align the two tracks and measure to be sure that they are exactly parallel. Clamp the tracks firmly in place, 
drill the remaining holes #40, and cleco to the fuselage. 
The C-762/C-763 Rear Track assembly is still free to move both side-to-side and fore-and-aft. Moving the rear track 
fore and aft raises and lowers the rear of the canopy frame. Use this feature to achieve the proper relationship 
between the canopy rear bows and the F-7112 skin. A straight edge placed on the F-7112 skin is used to extend 
the contour forward enough to check the measurement to the canopy frame rear bow. When you have adjusted the 
rear track position so that the rear canopy bow/skin relationship is correct, match-drill the rear track to the fuselage 
using a #40 drill at two locations, one aft and one forward. These holes must center on the upper flange of the F-
787 channel as shown on DWG 43, Section H-H. 
Install the C-664 threaded rod brace under the forward end of the rear track as shown on DWG 42, Detail H and 
DWG 43, Detail J. This brace is adjustable in length and serves to stabilize the overhanging end of the track.  Leave 
the brace full length during fitting.  It can be removed and shortened later, after the canopy has been positioned. 
Do not worry at this point about the vertical relationship between the canopy frame forward bow and the roll bar. 
This will be adjusted when the canopy bubble is being fitted to the frame. 
Now that you have all the canopy frame shape initial checks and adjustments complete, it is now time to start 
cutting the canopy. 
CAUTION:  You now have the canopy frame formed to the proper shape.  Do not try to bend or reshape it after the 
Plexiglass is drilled to the frame, the frame will break at one of the attach holes. 

TRIMMING THE PLEXIGLASS CANOPY
Lay the “as-delivered” canopy on a work table. The first step is to mark a fore/aft centerline on the outside of the 
canopy. This is done by measuring side-to-side along the outer surface of the canopy from bottom molding flange to 
bottom molding flange then dividing the distance by two (or simply running a string across and folding it in half.)  Do 
this at two locations on the canopy, one forward and one aft. Finally, use a straight edge or snap line to connect the 
forward and aft center locations and draw the centerline. 
Lay the canopy upside down on a padded work table. 
Cut the bottom molding flange off of the canopy using a cutting disk in a die grinder. Use these early trim cuts to 
build your canopy cutting skills by marking straight lines on the canopy and cutting as close to the lines as possible.  
Whenever you trim plexiglass, take the time to sand and finish the edges to a rounded smooth surface.   
Stick a couple of layers of tape over the top of the canopy frame latch handle tube to keep from scratching the 
inside of the canopy while the frame is being fitted to the bubble. 
Lay the canopy frame inside the canopy bubble. Move the frame fore and aft to find the point of best fit between the 
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shape of the canopy frame center tube and the shape of the canopy bubble. 
Mark the fore and aft position of the canopy latch handle tube on the inside of the canopy at the previously marked 
centerline. Remove the frame from the canopy. 
Use a unibit to drill a 5/8” diameter hole in the canopy bubble for the latch handle tube. Immediately de-burr the hole 
and sand the edges of the hole smooth initially with 220 grit, then 400 grit sandpaper. 
Lay the canopy frame back into the canopy bubble. The latch handle hole in the canopy can be elongated fore and 
aft if necessary to fine-tune the frame to canopy fit. A cover strip will hide the elongated hole in the canopy. 
Use the frame as a guide to mark the canopy for trimming.  Initially, trim the canopy even with the bottom of the 
canopy frame side bows, so the plexi can be clamped to the frame.  Trim conservatively as you might later want to 
shift the canopy around slightly to enhance the fit. 
Place the canopy frame back into the canopy bubble and use spring clamps to tightly clamp the frame to the canopy 
along both sides and the rear.  Clamp the frame into the canopy so its center is indeed on the centerline of the 
canopy and so the forward bow of the canopy frame fits the inside of the canopy with as few gaps as possible. 
Mark the canopy split line dividing the bubble into the sliding canopy and the fixed windscreen. The ideal canopy 
split location is 1/16” to 3/32” forward of the most forward surface of the forward bow of the frame. See DWG 43, 
Detail B. Also mark the trim line just above the canopy frame side bows as shown on DWG 43, Section F-F. 
Remove the frame from the canopy and make the cuts. The canopy is VERY floppy now and must be well 
supported when it is set down. One method of providing support is to run a strip of duct tape from side-to-side 
across the bottom of the canopy at two locations. Another, perhaps more dangerous method of keeping stress off 
the canopy to minimum is to carefully set the canopy down on its forward edge. The extra flexibility, however, will 
allow the canopy to fit the steel frame with little stress.   
Clean the edges of the well supported plexi, sanding them smooth. 
Place the canopy frame back onto the fuselage and slide it all the way closed. 
Place the canopy bubble onto the canopy frame. 

FITTING THE PLEXIGLASS CANOPY 
FITTING THE SLIDING FRAME TO THE CANOPY
Secure the canopy to the canopy frame with duct tape and clamps.  Initially drill #40 holes through the canopy into 
the sliding canopy frame at 2 inch intervals.  (The holes will later be enlarged to 5/32” with a Unibit or special Plexi 
drill --remember, don’t use a twist drill to enlarge holes in plexiglass!)  Start at the top center and work aft and 
outward alternating from right to left.  Be very careful when locating the holes so that they are directly centered on 
the canopy frame tubes.  One good procedure for determining the center is to put a strip of masking tape on the 
bow.  When the plexiglass is pushed against it, the contact line will show in the tape, indicating the exact center of 
the tube.  After drilling a hole, cleco the plexiglass in place as drilling progresses. 
When the canopy has been drilled and clecoed to the canopy frame, re-check the fit of the canopy and frame to the 
fuselage.  The fitting of the canopy to the frame has probably pulled the frame so that it is a bit wider than is ideal. 
Note the amount of adjustment required and remove the canopy from the frame. 
Take the opportunity to install C-653 Cover Strip while the canopy is off of the frame by placing the cover strip on 
the canopy and back-drilling from the canopy into the cover strip. See DWG 43, Section D-D. 
Before you do anything else, determine and mark which holes will receive rivets directly, and which will contact 
dimpled aluminum…along the side skirts, for instance.  Countersink these holes to the proper depth.  Use a rivet or 
a dimpled scrap of .032 or .025 aluminum to test the depth of the countersink. 
After countersinking and deburring the plexiglass, enlarge the holes to 5/32” using a plexiglass bit or small Unibit.  
By countersinking before enlarging the holes, you can use a countersinking bit with a standard pilot. 
Moving back to the canopy frame, enlarge all of the #40 holes to #30. Adjust the frame, re-cleco the canopy to the 
frame, and re-fit the frame and canopy to the fuselage. Repeat the frame adjustments as necessary to achieve a 
perfect fit. 

FITTING THE WINDSCREEN
Place the windscreen on the roll bar and fuselage. Use duct tape and/or clamps to hold it in place. Trim the front of 
the windscreen to fit the forward fuselage skin contours. Again, trim conservatively and carefully. The aft edge of the 
windscreen may also be trimmed slightly if/as required to allow the windscreen to better fit the forward fuselage and 
to allow the windscreen aft edge to mate nicely with the sliding canopy forward edge. The fit of the windscreen to 
the fuselage front deck has more leeway than any other part of the canopy, because the molding strip that will be 
installed here can bridge gaps up to 3/8”. 
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With the canopy clecoed to the canopy frame and the windscreen taped/clamped to the fuselage and roll bar, it is 
time to make the final height adjustment of the canopy frame to the roll bar.  While shims may be placed under the 
canopy on either the roll bar or the canopy frame, it is far preferable to place the shims on the roll bar.  Shims on the 
canopy frame will be visible after the canopy installation is complete. Shims on the roll bar are hidden under the 
fiberglass trim strip and behind a fillet of epoxy paste laid between the aft side of the roll bar and the windscreen. 
To ensure that no shims will be needed on the canopy frame, the height of the canopy frame is adjusted at the roller 
brackets so the windscreen portion of the canopy is even with, or slightly lower than the sliding portion of the 
canopy. Use a unibit to drill 11/16” holes in scraps of .063 aluminum to create temporary spacers that are inserted 
between the bottoms of the sliding canopy forward bow and the Wd-644 roller brackets. If it is necessary to lower 
the canopy frame, the bottoms of the sliding canopy forward bow may be shortened slightly. 
After all height adjustments have been made, match-drill the canopy frame and canopy roller brackets for the 
AN525 screws. See DWG 41, Detail A.  The proper alignment of the Wd-644 roller brackets to the C-657 roller 
tracks is critical. Verify proper alignment before match-drilling by clamping a straight edge to the inboard flat surface 
of Wd-644 and aligning the straight edge with the roller track. 
Drill the windscreen to the roll bar beginning at the top/center and progress down each side. If it is necessary to 
place shims between the roll bar and windscreen, be sure to install the shims at each hole location before moving 
down the roll bar and drilling the next hole. The shims can be neatly cut pieces of aluminum or a stack of AN960-6 
washers.  It helps to have a worker inside the cabin to fit the shims while the driller works from the outside.  An 
absolutely perfect transition from windscreen to sliding canopy is not essential, any mismatch less than 1/32” is not 
worth fussing over. A fiberglass trim strip (similar to the windshield base molding) will be laid up over the top of the 
windscreen. The trim strip will conform to and hide any remaining minor mismatch. 
Remove the windscreen, countersink for 6-32 flush head screws, then enlarge the holes in windscreen to 5/32” 
using a plexi bit or Unibit.  Enlarge the holes in the roll bar to #35 and tap 6-32. See DWG 43, Section K-K.  
Set the windscreen aside for now. 

CANOPY LATCH AND ANCHOR BLOCKS 
FITTING THE LATCH
Assemble Wd-642 Canopy Handle, C-667 Bushing, and C-654 Canopy Latch Arm. See DWG 43, Canopy Latch Isometric 
View and Section C-C. The AN310 nut should be tightened on the AN23 screw lightly so that the latch is free to pivot.  The 
latch arm should fit easily around the C-667 bushing.  If not, carefully enlarge the notch in the arm so that it fits freely. 
Install the Wd-642 canopy handle sub-assembly through the bushing on the upper front of the Wd-640 canopy 
frame.  Slide the canopy all the way forward to the closed position. While holding the canopy handle sub-assembly 
up against the bushing, rotate it so that the C-654 latch arm contacts the latch pin on the Wd-641 roll bar.  First, 
check that the elevation of the latch mechanism aligns the latch hook so it contacts the latch pin.  See DWG 43, 
Detail B. Adjust as necessary by shortening the bottom of the latch bushing on the canopy frame or by adding 
spacers.   
When you have determined the correct level for the hook, fit the C-671 washer and the C-656 outside handle and 
note the amount which the Wd-642 handle shaft needs to be trimmed to bring the C-656 handle down close to the 
canopy.  Trim the shaft and re-install the outside handle.  Drill and tap for a machine screw as shown on DWG 43. 
The C-654 latch arm has been made with excess material so that the exact location of the hook can be varied to 
accommodate each different canopy installation. See DWG 43, Section C-C. After all other aspects of the canopy 
installation are complete, the latch arm should be filed and/or trimmed so that it holds the canopy firmly in the 
closed position, but does not pull so hard that it distorts or mis-positions the canopy and frame assembly. 
Remove the canopy and frame from the fuselage. 

FITTING THE REAR ANCHOR BLOCKS
Lay-out the hole pattern in the C-677 Rear Pin Mounts as shown on DWG 41.  Initially drill holes at #40. Initially drill 
the holes through the side of the pin mounts only on the outboard side.  Make one left pin mount and one right pin 
mount. Match-drill and mount the C-677 Rear Pin Mounts to the top of the F-718 longerons per DWG 42, Detail B. 
Also see DWG 41, Detail B. 
Place the C-665 Anchor Blocks in position in the C-677 mounts. Slide the canopy almost all the way closed so that 
the pins on the canopy frame are just touching the anchor blocks. Mark the points of contact and use a #30 or #40 
drill bit to make a 1/16” deep mark in each of the blocks. Place the anchor blocks back in position in the mounts and 
again slide the canopy forward so that the pins are just touching the blocks. Verify the points of pin contact and 
adjust if/as necessary. Line-up a straight edge with the axis of the pins and project this angle to the sides of the 
blocks. Slide the canopy fully aft.  Line-up a straight edge with the canopy tracks and project this angle to the tops 
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of the blocks. See DWG 41, Detail B, and C-665 detail views. Also see DWG 42, Detail B. Remove the blocks and 
using a drill press and drill press vise, drill ¼” diameter holes in the blocks for the pins to engage. Check the fit of 
the blocks to the pins on the canopy frame. The pin holes may need to be enlarged slightly by wiggling the drill bit 
while drilling. Chamfer the edges of the pin holes as shown on DWG 41, C-665 detail views. 
Place the blocks in the rear pin mounts. Slide the canopy all the way closed with the pins engaged in the blocks. 
Drill through the blocks using the pre-drilled holes in C-677 as drill guides. 
Finish-up the mounting of the C-762/C-763 rear slide track by final drilling all holes and installing screws/washers/
nuts.

FITTING THE SIDE SKINS 
Study Section F-F on DWG 43 and the Exploded View on DWG 41 to understand how all the parts fit together. If the 
distance from canopy deck to canopy frame side bow varies considerably from front to back, you may want to skew 
the mounting of the skirt to the frame so that the top edge of the skirt remains parallel to the canopy deck. 
Pre-drill the hole patterns in the C-660 Canopy Skirts. See DWG 41. 
Fit the canopy skirts to the canopy frame. Start at the front, drilling #40 and clecoing to the frame as you progress 
aft. Remove the skirts from the canopy frame. 
Modify the C-759 Inside Canopy Skirts as shown on DWG 41. 
Lay the C-759 against the inside surface of C-660, lining up the top edges of the two parts. Use C-660 as a drill 
guide and match-drill the four forward most holes in C-759 using a #40 drill.  See DWG 43, Detail E & Section F-F. 
Cleco C-759 and C-660 to the canopy frame. Hold C-759 and C-660 tightly against the canopy frame as you drill 
#40 and cleco, working from front to rear. 
Drill #30 holes through the canopy lower edges and into the upper flange of C-759 using the pre-drilled holes in C-
660 as a drill guide. Use a piece of wood to bridge vertically from the fuselage side to the canopy frame side bow to 
the canopy holding everything in alignment while drilling. Begin in the middle of C-660 and work forward and aft 
from there. 
Cut lightening holes and notch the lower flange of C-791 as shown on DWG 41. Pre-drill the holes in the upper 
flange of C-791 using a #40 drill. 
While holding the upper flange of C-791 against the inside surface of the canopy frame side bow, match-drill #40 to 
the canopy frame. See DWG 43, Section F-F. Drill and cleco working from front to rear. 
With one person on the inside of the cabin using a wood block to hold the lower flange of C-791 tightly against the 
inside surface of C-660 and a second person on the outside, match-drill #40 into C-791 using the pre-drilled holes in 
C-660 as guides. The person on the outside must hold the canopy skirt in the desired final position relative to the 
fuselage while drilling and clecoing. After these holes are drilled, the canopy side skirt final shape is essentially 
locked-in. 
Remove all the pieces of the side skirts. Enlarge the holes in C-759 and C-660 for the #6 canopy attach screws and 
the holes for the MK-319-BS blind rivets. De-burr and dimple all holes as appropriate. Countersink the holes in the 
canopy, then enlarge them to 5/32” a plexi bit or a Unibit. De-burr the insides of the holes in the canopy. 
Re-cleco all the side skirt pieces in place and install #6 screws through the canopy before beginning the aft canopy 
skirt installation. 

FITTING THE REAR SKIRTS
Installing the C-666 aft canopy skirts is perhaps the most demanding detail of the canopy installation.  These skirts, 
right and left, are riveted along with the canopy, to the rear bows of the canopy frame.  The trick is in attaching the 
skirt so that its unsupported rear edge contacts the rear top fuselage skin when the canopy is closed.  
Accomplishing this will depend both upon the fit of the canopy frame to the fuselage, and how well the builder is 
able to fit and attach these aft skirts. 
Fit the skirts in place with tape and progressively trim them to the best shape and fit possible.  In some places the 
skirts will lie down nice and flat.  In other places the trailing edge will probably tend to pull away from the fuselage.  
Cut the aft skirts generously oversize to start with and begin drilling them to the canopy at the top of the fuselage.  
Use a strap duplicator (also known as a “hole-finder”) to align the holes with the holes that have already been 
drilled.  Use one that lifts the skirt away from the plexi as little as possible.   
Have an assistant pull the lower forward corner of the skirt forward, as hard as possible without buckling the front 
edge, as you drill.  This will pull the aft edge of the skirt in toward the fuselage and the ratio of forward movement to 
inward movement may startle you.  The skin can be held here while it is drilled to the frame.  If the canopy is 
blocked open slightly while the aft skirts are fitted, they will more snugly when the latch is reinstalled and the canopy 
pulled forward. 
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The aft skirts can exert enough pull on the canopy frame aft bows to slightly expand the canopy frame out of shape, 
so hand form the aft skirts to fit the shape of the canopy and fuselage so they exert as little pre-load as possible. 
Install C-792 as shown on DWG 42, Section G-G. Also see DWG 42, C-792 detail view. 
Builders who have mastered the black art of fiberglass molding may wish to mold the canopy rear skins of this 
material rather than using the aluminum skins.  In so doing, a better initial fit can be achieved because of the ability 
to make compound curves with fiberglass.  The disadvantages include the longer construction time because of the 
molding and sanding process, the thicker lap joints caused by the fiberglass, and the tendency of fiberglass to warp 
over a period of time. 

INSTALLING CANOPY BASE MOLDING STRIP 
Now that the canopy has been riveted and screwed to the frame, a fairing joining the windshield portion to the front 
skin can be fabricated and installed.  This may be made of aluminum, or fiberglass, molded in place. Because an 
aluminum fairing requires some relatively advanced metal working skills, most builders choose one of the fiberglass 
options.  If you choose fiberglass, be certain to use only epoxy resins.  Do not use the more common polyester or 
vinyl ester resins. They are not compatible with plexiglass and cause crazing that might (probably will) ruin the 
canopy.  We have had excellent luck with West Systems epoxy, available from boat yards and mail order houses. 
The following directions were written by an expert RV builder, known for the beautiful finish around his canopies:  
They were written during the installation of a sliding canopy, but the techniques work equally well for the strip 
around the front of the tip-up. 
If you choose to mold your own fairing, begin by cleaning the aluminum skin.  Several builders have reported 
markedly better adhesion after they etched the skin with a mild phosphoric acid, but don’t get any of this on the 
windshield!   The molding should continue around the base of the windscreen back to the point where the 
windscreen is under the aluminum skin.  At this point the fiberglass molding is to be faired smoothly into the skin 
line.
Imagine (or draw on a sheet of paper) a cross section view of the fwd base of the windshield to the top deck of the 
fuselage.  It will be an inside radius.  Cut out about a 4" diameter circle in poster board or similar and hold on edge 
at the base of the windshield.  Where the circle touches the windshield and the skin is about where the fiberglass 
will end on each.  Also notice that the space formed by the circle that you want to fill with fiberglass is not the same 
thickness across the whole section.  This is why you can't use cloth all one width (unless you want to do more 
sanding than any metal airplane builder should have to do). 
A couple of general tips -  
The closer you get to your finished shape, and the more accurately you lay up the glass/resin, the less finish work 
(read: sanding) will be involved. 
Make sanding tools in the exact shape/radius for the areas you wish to sand.  For example: All around the forward 
base of the windshield, you will be sanding a varying inside radius.  Find some type of round tube (thick wall PVC 
pipe works very well) that you can glue different grits of sandpaper to that has the radius you want the finished 
shape to be.  I use about a 3-4” inch radius and glue sandpaper with spray contract adhesive. 
Before doing any glass layups you need to do some prep work. 
First, figure out where the edges of your finished glass work will be on the plexi.  Use your round circle radius gage 
to find the contact points around the front of the windshield, and bring it around the sides to match up with the top of 
the canopy side skirts.  I usually match the portion that goes over the top, to the front edge of the roll bar. Mark 
these edges with a layer of good quality (3M) electrical tape to protect the plexi. 
Now carefully sand all of the plexi and aluminum that you intend to bond to with 60 to 80 grit sandpaper.  Sand until 
there is no gloss of the plexi remaining. Do not worry about removing the alclad because it will be sealed in epoxy. 
Mix up some resin with microballons to make a small fillet to fill the recess where the windshield mates to the 
fuselage. Mix it very dry (lots of micro balloons / not much resin) so it will not run. This fillet will prevent the cloth 
from dropping down into this space. 
Cut the cloth strips.  On the portion around the front I start with about a 1/2 " wide strip and then make each 
successive strip about 1/4" wider (1/8" to each side) which will give you about 7 or 8 layers if you go up to 2 inches.  
The last layer you put down should be the width of the finished fairing. These strips do not need to be cut 45 
degrees to the weave.  If fact, in this case it is easier to cut the strips parallel with the weave. I use at least 2 pieces 
of fabric for each layer to go around the entire front of the windshield.  Because the strip is being pulled on a 
compound curve the end will not be square as you lay it down.  You can just cut it square before laying it down and 
then butt the next strip up to it.  On each successive layer vary the lengths slightly so that the butt joints don't fall on 
top of each other. 
A rotary cloth cutter (available from cloth stores, or get in touch with your friendly local composite airplane builder) 
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and a long straight edge works great for cutting long skinny strips.  The more accurate you are cutting (and 
installing) the strips, the less finish work that will be needed. 
Now add another layer of electrical tape to the first one already applied and start laying up the layers. 
Center the first ½” strip around the base of the windshield at what will be the center of the fairing.  Put on each 
successive layer centered on the previous ones with the final layer butted up next to the electrical tape but not over 
lapping onto it. These strips can be laid up all at once – there is no need to let each layer cure before applying the 
next layer. 
Let this begin to set up slightly and then do the portion over the top for the canopy to windshield intersection using a 
similar procedure.  Apply release solution or mylar packaging tape to the top of the sliding canopy so the resin will 
not bond…gluing your canopy halves together is embarrassing and makes the airplane difficult to enter. The strip 
over the top of the windshield has an outside radius, and typically needs fewer layers with the layers differing in 
width by about 1/2" instead of 1/4").  
Once everything hardens for a day or so it is time to start sanding…very carefully.  Use the shaped tools mentioned 
previously and start with about 40 to 50 grit paper.  This will get you quickly to the general shape --but be careful to 
not get into the electrical tape.  When you get down near the tape switch to about 80 to 100 grit paper and work 
very carefully until you are just contacting the tape and the skin metal on the edges of the layup.  If you sand 
through the first layer of tape the second one should protect the plexi if you are watching carefully. 
Now remove the second layer of tape (leaving just one layer) and sand very, very, very carefully using about 150 
grit until you just start to see sanding marks in the tape. 
Brush on a heavy coat of epoxy (after getting rid of all sanding dust) overlapping the epoxy onto the tape and the 
metal at the edges, and let harden. 
More sanding with 100 and then 150 grit paper. 
If you have areas that need filling you can fill them now by scuffing with 40 or 50 grit paper and filling with a dry mix 
of epoxy and microballoons. 
The goal is to have a layup with the outer surface being a buildup of 2 or 3 coats of epoxy that has been finish 
sanded to final shape with the epoxy blending onto the plexi being the thickness of the electrical tape or less, and 
the epoxy on the metal skin blending out to nothing. 
The final blending into the metal may require a couple of wet sanded applications of a filler primer to blend it out 
entirely.
If you do it properly it will give you a very nice looking low drag intersection and it will make all the "Fast Glass" 
builders wonder how a rivet pounder could get a windshield/canopy finish that looks so good.  
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Aligning the tip up canopy frame to the fuselage and cabin frame.
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Fitting the plexiglass canopy bubble and tip canopy latch. 
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Various views 
of aligning the 
canopy frame 
and fitting the 
sk i r ts  as 
described in the 
text. 
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Left: Small clips of .040 
aluminum can be used to 
hold the windshield in place.  
These are blind riveted to the 
forward deck and simply 
buried in the fiberglass fairing. 

Right:  A homemade sanding 
block contoured to the 
desired raduis.  It was later 
narrowed to the width shown 
by the black lines. 

Above:  Laying up the fiberglass fairing around 
the front of the windshield and over the top of the 
sliding canopy.  Note how well the plexi is 
protected . 

Left:  Nearing completion.  The cleaner the lay-
ups, the less sanding and finishing. 
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